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Introduction to the Series

The Spell Well series has a structured, multi-sensory approach to the teaching and learning 

of spelling. The series contains seven books from Senior Infants to 6th class. 

The Primary School Curriculum (1999) outlines three developmental stages in mastering 

spelling:

When children attempt to master the complexitites of English spelling, they go through 

a number of overlapping developmental stages.

•  using sound-letter relationships 

•  using pattern

•  using meaning

The NCCA research report Literacy in Early Childhood and Primary Education (3–8 years) 

develops these stages further and describes the following four sources of knowledge as key 

to children’s understanding of spelling.

•   Alphabetic understanding for spelling (the ‘Alphabetic Principle’): Alphabetic 

understanding is the insight that, for many words in English, spelling is primarily left-

to-right, a linear matching of sounds and spelling, e.g. m-a-t (mat), s-c-r-a-p (scrap), 

s-t-o-p (stop).

•   Phonemic awareness: Phonemic awareness is the ability to reflect on and 

manipulate the sounds in oral words, which is important for the development of both 

reading and spelling. A child who can segment the oral word mat into /m/ /a/ /t/ or 

rush into /r/ /u/ /s/ /h/ shows some evidence of phonemic awareness.  Moreover, this 

skill is likely to be highly useful in transforming spoken words into their spellings.

•   Knowledge about letter patterns: Letter patterns provide information about (a) the 

sounds within a syllable (for example, a long vowel sound is signaled by a silent ‘e’ as 

in scrape or ice); and (b) patterns governed by syllable divisions.

•   Knowledge about the visual representation of meaning – an understanding that 

meaning is preserved among words that are members of a spelling meaning family is 

important.  The spelling meaning layer provides information through the consistent 

spelling of meaning elements within words despite sound changes (e.g. please/

pleasure).

The Spell Well series aims to develop children’s spelling knowledge in these four areas as 

follows: 

(a)  Alphabetic understanding for spelling:  The series provides many activities that 

provide children with an understanding of the correspondence of sound and spelling.

(b)  Phonemic awareness – sound-letter relationships (phonology):  The Spell Well 

programme includes numerous activities to develop phonological awareness, including 

activities to develop syllabic awareness, onset and rime and phonemic awareness.  

(c)  Knowledge about letter patterns (orthography):  This is developed in the series by 

examining various letter patterns and furthermore by giving children the opportunity 

to explore how a single letter pattern can spell a variety of different sounds, and how a 

single sound can be spelt by using many different letter patterns.
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(d)  Knowledge about the visual representation of meaning (morphology):

The Spell Well programme develops children’s knowledge of root words, contractions, 

homophones, compound words, prefixes and suffixes, etc.

Children draw upon this core knowledge when reading (decoding) and writing (encoding). 

“The more pupils know about the structure of words – including their spellings – 

the more efficient and fluent their reading will be. Therefore, spelling knowledge 

can be viewed as a driving force behind efficient reading as well as efficient writing.” 

(Gentry, 2000).

Children are encouraged to use the Look, Say, Shape, Cover, Write, Check strategy to aid 

their learning of spelling.  A bookmark containing this strategy is provided in each child’s 

book.

Spelling rules are an integral part of this programme. These rules aid the children in their 

development of their alphabetic and orthographic knowledge. 

Children are also encouraged to choose their own target word(s) each day. They may 

choose these from their reading or writing, words they commonly misspell or words from 

the Fry or Dolch spelling lists, though most spelling lists are acceptable.

Introduction to the Teacher’s Resource Book

Word Studies and Photocopiable Masters

This book has been designed to support the teacher in the teaching of Spell Well Senior 

Infants, 1 and 2. It contains a wealth of  high-quality word study activities to ensure all 

children are given an opportunity to enjoy and succeed at spelling. These include:

Word-Making Activities

Word Maker – Children use letter sound cards (short /ă/, long /ū/, etc.) to complete a 

variety of real and nonsense words. Children write down the real words they have made 

and discard the nonsense words.

Word Puzzle – The teacher reads a series of clues aloud, and children use individual letter 

cards to spell out the words that ‘solve’ each puzzle. 

Word Wheel – Children create paper ‘word wheels’. The inner wheel is rotated to match 

blends with word endings, creating a variety of words. The children practise using the 

words in sentences.

Fill in the Blanks – Children fill in the blanks of incomplete words using the correct letter 

pattern or blend (ai or ay, etc.)

Word-Sorting Activities

Word Sort – Children are invited to sort a selection of words according to a common 

feature – vowel sound, letter pattern, etc.

Word Order – Children sort words into alphabetical order, using an alphabet frieze as 

a learning aid.
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Matching Activities

Shape Matching – Children match words to their shapes, identifying letters that are 

small, ascenders, descenders and letters that have dots above them.

Picture Matching – Children match words containing certain sounds or letter strings to 

illustrations depicting those words.

Sound Play

The teacher reads key words aloud. Children identify the initial (first), final (last) and 

medial (middle) sounds using alphabet mats and vowel flags. 

It is suggested that the activities in this book be carried out just before or after the relevant 

sound, letter string etc. is explored in class. However, the activities can be done at any time 

and repeated throughout the year as regularly as required.

Children can be directed to cut out the words on the PCMs themselves. PCMs can be 

laminated, then stored and re-used from year to year. 

Small children must be taught how to use scissors correctly and safely. 

Children should not be left unsupervised while using scissors. 

Dictation Exercises

Dictation allows children to use their spelling skills in a ‘real world’ application. Very simply, 

you dictate a phrase or sentence and the student writes it down. Writing from dictation 

allows the student to concentrate on the writing and spelling process without having to 

compose original sentences. Spelling dictation benefits students by:

•  giving them a chance to practise newly-learned words in context.

•   testing their mastery of spelling patterns or rules when mixed with other spelling 

concepts.

•  reviewing old spelling words in a meaningful way.

•   moving students from the easier task of spelling from a list to the more difficult task of 

independent writing, without the distractions of creativity, word choice and grammar 

present in original sentence composition.

First read the sentence aloud to the class. The students write the sentence in their 

copybook, then proofread what they have written. The bold words in each sentence are key 

words from that week (or from the weeks being revised) – this excludes Senior Infants, as all 

words at this level are new and should be treated as key words. The dictation exercises can be 

repeated as necessary until students have mastered the spelling patterns being tested.

!





Senior Infants
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Word Study 1:  What’s the first sound?

Activity:

Materials: PCM 1 (alphabet mat), 1 coloured counter per child

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCM 1. This is an alphabet mat 

with all 26 letters in both upper and lower case. You may want to 

laminate this so it can be reused throughout the school year.

Call out a Week 1 word to the class, e.g. ball. Ask the children, 

‘What’s the first sound in the word ball?’ You may prefer to ask, ‘With what sound/letter 

does the word ball begin?’ Each child should then identify the sound by placing his/her 

counter on the letter ‘b’ on the alphabet mat. Continue the activity by calling out a selection 

of words from Weeks 1 and 2 of the pupil’s book.

Extension Work 1: Call out your own selection of words from the classroom, e.g. 

blackboard, window, sandwich, book, desk, etc.

Extension Work 2: Invite the children to act as the teacher, calling out their own words and 

asking the other children to identify the initial sound.

Word Study 2:  What’s the last sound?

Activity:

Materials: PCM 1 (alphabet mat), 1 coloured counter per child

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCM 1. Call out a Week 

3 word to the class, e.g. bed.  Ask the children, ‘What’s the 

last sound in the word bed?’ Each child should then identify 

the sound by placing his/her counter on the letter ‘d’ on the 

alphabet mat. Continue the activity by calling out a selection of words from Week 3 of the 

pupil’s book.

Extension Work 1: Call out your own selection of words from the classroom, e.g. pen, 

pencil, basket, bin, chair, etc.

Extension Work 2: Invite the children to act as the teacher, calling out their own words and 

asking the other children to identify the final sound.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to identify the initial (first) sound of different words.

Activity Type: Sound Play Suggested Timing: Weeks 1–2

Organisational Setting: Individuals/pairs/small groups, depending on preference

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to identify the final (last) sound of different words. 

Activity Type: Sound Play Suggested Timing: Week 3

Organisational setting: Individuals/pairs/small groups, depending on preference
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Word Study 3:  What’s the middle sound?

Activity:

Materials: PCM 2 (the vowel sounds), scissors, lollipop sticks, glue

Give each child a copy of the vowel strip on PCM 2, scissors, glue and five 

lollipop sticks. Instruct the children to cut out the five vowels and glue each 

vowel to a lollipop stick – like a lollipop. This makes five ‘vowel flags’.

Children must be taught how to use scissors correctly and safely. 
Children should not be left unsupervised while using scissors. 

Call out a Week 4 word to the class, e.g. net.  Ask the children, ‘What’s the 

middle (vowel) sound in the word net?’ Each child should then identify the sound by raising 

the correct vowel flag – in this case, ‘e’. Continue the activity by calling out a selection of 

CVC (consonant-vowel-consonant) words from Week 4 of the pupil’s book.

Extension Work 1: Call out your own selection of CVC words – e.g. cat, dog, man, fat, etc.

Extension Work 2: Invite the children to act as the teacher, calling out their own CVC words 

and asking the other children to identify the final sound.

Word Study 4:  Word shapes

Activity:

Materials: PCM 3 (word shapes), PCM 4 (words), scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of PCM 3, one word strip from PCM 4, scissors 

and glue. Instruct the children to cut out the six words from the word strip as 

carefully as possible. Ask the children to look at the word shapes on PCM 3, 

noting the pattern of the letters and paying attention to:

 small letters (that neither ascend nor descend), e.g. o, c, a, n, s

 tall letters (ascenders), e.g. t, l, b, k

 tailed letters (descenders), e.g. g, y, q, p

 letters requiring dots – i and j. 

Ask the children to match each word from the list to the correct word shape. 

They then glue each word below its corresponding word shape.

Learning Outcome: The pupil can identify the medial (middle) sound of different words. 

Activity Type: Sound Play Suggested Timing: Week 4

Organisational Setting: Groups of 16 or whole class

!

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Match words to their word shapes,  (b) Identify 

letters that are small, ascenders, descenders, and letters requiring dots 

above them.

Activity Type: Shape Matching Suggested Timing: Week 6

Organisational Setting: Pairs/small groups
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Word Study 5:  Listen to the clues!

Activity: 

Materials:  PCM 5 (boxes to make CVC words), 

PCM 6 (letters to make CVC words)

Give each pair/group a strip of three boxes from PCM 5 and a strip 

of 10 letters from PCM 6. Ask the children to cut out each of the ten 

letters carefully – these will need to fit into the boxes on PCM 5. 

Call out each of the clues below in turn. After each clue, allow a little 

time for the children to arrange the three letter cards onto the card, 

spelling out the answer.

Once all the children have found the answer, instruct them to remove 

the three letter cards and listen to the next clue.

CLUES

1. A girl’s name. (Pam)

2. A vehicle with four wheels. Adults can drive it. (car)

3. A glass pot. We often buy jam or pasta sauce in this. (jar)

4. A type of meat. Often used to make sandwiches. (ham)

5. You put your books and pencil case inside this. It can be used to carry things. (bag)

6. We spread this on bread or crackers. It is made from fruit and sugar. (jam)

7. An old piece of clothing. Often used for cleaning. (rag)

8.  What word can be used to complete both of these sentences?

(a) I bought a              of chocolate.

(b) Hold onto the handle             of the bike. (bar)

9.  What word can be used to complete both of these sentences?

(a) Mam wrote my name on the              of my jumper.

(b) At yard time, the children played a chasing game called              . (tag)

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Listen to clues and find the correct word (solve), 

(b) Spell out the answer to each clue, paying close attention to the initial, 

medial and final sounds.

Activity Type: Word Puzzle Suggested Timing: Week 8

Organisational Setting: Pairs or groups of three or four
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Word Study 6:  Word shapes

Activity:

Materials: PCM 7 (word shapes), PCM 8 (words), scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of PCM 7, one word strip from PCM 8, 

scissors and glue. Instruct the children to cut out the six words from 

the word strip as carefully as possible. Ask the children to look at the 

word shapes on PCM 7, noting the pattern of the letters and paying 

attention to:

 small letters (that neither ascend nor descend), e.g. o, c, a, n, s

 tall letters (ascenders), e.g. t, l, b, k

 tailed letters (descenders), e.g. g, y, q, p

 letters requiring dots – i and j. 

Ask the children to match each word from the list to the correct 

word shape. They then glue each word below its corresponding 

word shape.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Match words to their word shapes, 

(b) Identify letters that are small, ascenders, descenders, 

and letters requiring dots above them.

Activity Type: Shape Matching Suggested Timing: Week 11

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups
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Word Study 7:  Listen to the clues!

Activity: 

Materials:  PCM 5 (boxes to make CVC words), 

PCM 9 (letters to make CVC words)

Give each pair/group a strip of three boxes from PCM 5 and a strip 

of 10 letters from PCM 9. Ask the children to cut out each of the ten 

letters carefully – these will need to fit into the boxes on PCM 5. 

Call out each of the clues below in turn. After each clue, allow a little 

time for the children to arrange the three letter cards onto the card, 

spelling out the answer. Once all the children have found the answer, 

instruct them to remove the three letter cards and listen to the 

next clue.

CLUES

1. The opposite of ‘her’. (him)

2. To tear a piece of paper. (rip)

3. It can mean ‘not very bright’. It can also mean ‘quite dark’. (dim)

4. A lie, not the truth. (fib)

5. It can mean ‘the circle at the top of a glass’ or ‘the outside of a wheel’. (rim)

6. It is part of the mouth. We have two of them. (lip)

7. To take a little bit of a drink. (sip)

8.  It is a bone in the body. We have 24 of them. We can feel them just above our 

stomach. (rib)

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Listen to clues and find the correct word (solve), 

(b) Spell out the answer to each clue, paying close attention to the initial, 

medial and final sounds.

Activity Type: Word Puzzle Suggested Timing: Week 13

Organisational Setting: Pairs or groups of three or four
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Word Study 8:  Listen to the clues!

Activity: 

Materials:  PCM 5 (boxes to make CVC words), 

PCM 10 (letters to make CVC words)

Give each pair/group a strip of three boxes from PCM 5, and a strip 

of 10 letters from PCM 10. Ask the children to cut out each of the ten 

letters carefully – these will need to fit into the boxes on PCM 5. 

Call out each of the clues below in turn. After each clue, allow a little 

time for the children to arrange the three letter cards onto the card, 

spelling out the answer. Once all the children have found the answer, 

instruct them to remove the three letter cards and listen to the next 

clue.

CLUES

1. The opposite of ‘cold’. Very warm. (hot)

2. We use this to wash the floor. (mop)

3.  Which word completes these two sentences?

(a) In autumn, the leaves will fall to the ground and             .

(b) After a week, a banana will begin to              and go black. (rot)

4. To jump on one foot. (hop)

5.  Which word completes these two sentences? 

(a) I              a new bike for my birthday.

(b) Have you              a pencil I can borrow? (got)

6. We can find this in the kitchen. We cook food in it. (pot)

7. Babies sleep in this. It has bars so the baby can’t fall out. (cot)

8. The highest point of something. The opposite of ‘bottom’. (top)

9.  Which word completes these two sentences?

(a) There are a              of flowers in my garden.

(b) The postman delivers a              of letters every day. (lot)

10.  Which word completes these two sentences?

(a) You should              run across a busy road.

(b) I was told              to talk to strangers. (not)

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Listen to clues and find the correct word (solve), 

(b) Spell out the answer to each clue, paying close attention to the initial, 

medial and final sounds.

Activity Type: Word Puzzle Suggested Timing: Week 16

Organisational Setting: Pairs or groups of three or four
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Word Study 9:   The short /ă/, /ĕ/, /ĭ/, /ŏ/ and /ŭ/ 
vowel sounds

Activity: 

Materials:  PCMs 11 and 12 (vowels and words with missing vowels), 

PCM 13 (blank word lists) pencil, scissors

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCMs 11 and 12 and one of 

the word lists from PCM 13. Ask the children to cut out the vowels 

from the top of of PCM 11. The rest of the PCM should be left intact. 

The children will use this section, and PCM 12, to make their words. 

Instruct the children to take each vowel and place it in the blank 

space between the two consonants of each word on PCMs 11 and 12. 

In doing this, they will create a variety of real and nonsense words. 

Below is an example, using c   t. 

Note: children should not glue down the vowels, as PCMs 11 and 12 will be 

reused for all five short vowel sounds.

c   t becomes:

cat (real)

cet (nonsense)

cit (nonsense)

cot (real)

cut (real)

When the children make a new, real word, they write it on the word list 

(PCM 13). If the word is a nonsense word, they discard it. Each child/pair/group’s list is likely 

to differ as there is great scope for different words in this activity. 

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to make words using the five short vowel sounds. 

Activity Type: Word Maker Suggested Timing: Week 18

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups
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Word Study 10:  Word shapes

Activity:

Materials: PCM 14 (word shapes), PCM 15 (words), scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of PCM 14, one word strip from PCM 15, 

scissors and glue. Instruct the children to cut out the six words from 

the word strip as carefully as possible. Ask the children to look at the 

word shapes on PCM 14, noting the pattern of the letters and paying 

attention to:

 small letters (that neither ascend nor descend), e.g. o, c, a, n, s

 tall letters (ascenders), e.g. t, l, b, k

 tailed letters (descenders), e.g. g, y, q, p

 letters requiring dots – i and j. 

Ask the children to match each word from the list to the correct word 

shape. They then glue each word below its corresponding word shape. 

Word Study 11:  The cr, dr and gr blends

Activity:

Materials: PCM 16 (columns, pictures depicting cr, dr and gr words) 

scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of PCM 16, scissors and glue. Instruct the 

children to cut out the six pictures at the bottom of the PCM. 

The children should now sort the six pictures into those that depict cr 

words (crab, crib), those that depict dr words (drop, drum) and those 

that depict gr words (grin, grip). They should then glue the pictures 

into the correct column of PCM 16.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Match words to their word shapes, (b) Identify 

letters that are small, ascenders, descenders, and letters requiring dots 

above them.

Activity Type: Shape Matching Suggested Timing: Week 19

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups

Activity Type: Word Sort/Picture Matching Suggested Timing: Week 21

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Sound out words with the blends cr, dr and gr 

(b) Sort words into three groups, those with the cr, dr and gr blends.
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Word Study 12:  The sp, st and sc blends

Activity:

Materials: PCM 17 (words) scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of PCM 17, scissors and glue. Instruct the 

children to cut out the six pictures from the bottom of the PCM. 

The children should now sort the six pictures into those that depict sp 

words (spin, spot), those that depict st words (step, star)and those that 

depict sc words (scab, scar). They should then glue the pictures into 

the correct column of PCM 17.

Word Study 13:  The sh and ch digraphs

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 18 (pictures with missing letters), 

PCM 19 (columns for sh and ch words) scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of PCMs 18 and 19, scissors and glue. 

Instruct the children to look at the eight pictures on PCM 18. They 

should complete the spelling of each of the eight words by filling in 

the letters ch or sh.

The children should now cut out the eight pictures and their 

spellings and sort the pictures into those that depict ch words 

and those that depict sh words. They should then glue the 

pictures into the correct section of PCM 19.

Activity Type: Word Sort/Picture Matching Suggested Timing: Week 24

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Sound out words with the blends sp, st and sc, 

(b) Sort words into three groups, those with the sp, st and sc blends.

Activity Type: Word Sort/Fill in the Blanks Suggested Timing: Week 28

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Distinguish between the sh and ch sounds,

(b) Sort words into two groups, those with the sh and those with 

the ch digraphs.
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Word Study 14:  The oo and ee vowel sounds

Activity: 

Materials:  PCM 20 (vowels and words with missing vowels),

PCM 13 (blank word lists) pencil, scissors

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCM 20 and one of the word lists 

from PCM 13. Ask the children to cut out the oo and ee cards at the 

top of PCM 20. The rest of the PCM should be left intact. The children 

will use this section, and PCM 21, to make their words.

Instruct the children to take the oo and ee cards and place them in the 

blank space between the two consonants of each word on PCMs 20 

and 21. In doing this, they will create a variety of real and nonsense 

words. Below is an example, using b      k. 

Note: children should not glue down the vowels, as PCMs 20 and 21 will be 

reused for both sounds.

b      k becomes:

book (real)

beek (nonsense)

When the children make a new, real word, they write it on the word list (PCM 13). 

If the word is a nonsense word, they discard it. Each child/pair/group’s list is likely 

to differ as there is great scope for different words in this activity.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to make words that contain the oo and ee vowel 

sounds.

Activity Type: Word Maker Suggested Timing: Week 32

Organisational Setting: Groups of 16 or whole class
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Word Study 1:  Word shapes

Activity:

Materials: PCM 22 (word shapes), PCM 23 (cvc words), scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of PCM 22, one word strip from PCM 23, 

scissors and glue. Instruct the children to cut out the six words from 

the word strip as carefully as possible. Ask the children to look at the 

word shapes on PCM 22, noting the pattern of the letters and paying 

attention to:

 small letters (that neither ascend nor descend), e.g. o, c, a, n, s

 tall letters (ascenders), e.g. t, l, b, k

 tailed letters (descenders), e.g. g, y, q, p

 letters requiring dots – i and j. 

Ask the children to match each word from the list to the correct 

word shape. They then glue each word below its corresponding 

word shape.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Match words to their word shapes, (b) Identify 

letters that are small, ascenders, descenders, and letters requiring dots 

above them.

Activity Type: Shape Matching Suggested Timing: Week 1

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups
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Word Study 2:   The short /ă/, /ĕ/, /ĭ/, /Ŏ/ and /ŭ/ 
vowel sounds

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 24 (words with missing vowels), 

PCM 25 (vowels and blank word list) pencil, scissors

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCMs 24 and 25. Ask the 

children to cut out the vowels on PCM 25.

Instruct the children to take each vowel and place it in the blank 

space between the two consonants of each word on PCM 24. 

In doing this, they will create a variety of real and nonsense words. 

Below is an example, using b   d. 

Note: children should not glue down the vowels, as PCM 24 will be reused 

for all five short vowel sounds.

b   d becomes:

bad (real)

bed (real)

bid (real)

bod (nonsense)

bud (real)

When the children make a new, real word, they write it on the word list (PCM 25). 

If the word is a nonsense word, they discard it. Each child/pair/group’s list is likely 

to differ as there is great scope for different words in this activity. 

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to make words using the five short vowel sounds.

Activity Type: Word Maker Suggested Timing: Week 6

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups
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Word Study 3:  The sh and ch digraphs

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 26 (pictures and words with missing letters), 

PCM 27 (space for sh and ch words) scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of PCMs 26 and 27, scissors and glue. 

Instruct the children to look at the eight pictures on PCM 26. They 

should complete the spelling of each of the eight words by filling in 

the letters ch or sh.

The children should now cut out the eight pictures and their 

spellings and sort the pictures into those that depict ch words 

and those that depict sh words. They should then glue the 

pictures into the correct section of PCM 27.

Word Study 4:  The ee and ea vowel sounds

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 28 (pictures and words with missing letters), 

PCM 29 (space for ee and ea words) pencil, scissors

Give each pair/group a copy of PCMs 28 and 29, scissors and glue. 

Instruct the children to look at the eight pictures on PCM 28. They 

should complete the spelling of each of the eight words by filling in 

the letters ee and ea.

The children should now cut out the eight pictures and their 

spellings and sort the pictures into those that depict ee words 

and those that depict ea words. They should then glue the 

pictures into the correct section of PCM 29.

Activity Type: Word Sort/Fill in the Blanks Suggested Timing: Week 11

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Distinguish between the sh and ch sounds, 

(b) Sort words into two groups, those with the sh and those with 

the ch digraphs.

Activity Type: Word Sort/Fill in the Blanks Suggested Timing: Week 14

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to sort words with the ee and ea vowel sounds. 
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Word Study 5:  Alphabetical order

Activity 1: Pair matching

Materials:  PCM 30 (word list), 

PCM 31 (alphabet frieze and word spaces) scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of one of the word lists from PCM 30, and 

one column from PCM 31. Ask the children to cut out the ten words 

from the word list on PCM 30 and spread them out on the table in 

front of them. 

The children will then arrange the ten words in alphabetical order 

in spaces 1 to 10 on PCM 31. Guide the children using the following 

prompts:

• Look at the alphabet list.

• Do any of the list words begin with a? No!

• Do any of the list words begin with b? Yes!

•  The word bean begins with a b, so this is the first word in 

alphabetical order.

•  Invite the children to colour the letter b on the frieze and then glue 

the word bean in box number 1. 

Continue down the alphabet frieze until all ten words have been arranged in alphabetical 

order.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to arrange words in alphabetical order.

Activity Type: Word Order Suggested Timing: Week 15

Organisational Setting: Pairs or groups of two or three
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Word Study 6:  The short oo and long oo sounds

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 32 (pictures and missing oo words), 

PCM 33 (space for oo words) pencil, scissors, glue

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCMs 32 and 33, scissors and glue.

Instruct the children to look at the eight pictures on PCM 32. They 

should fill in each of the eight words. The children should then cut out 

the eight pictures and their spellings and sort the pictures into those 

that have the short oo sound (foot, wood, wool, book) and those that 

have the long oo sound (pool, food, room, moon). They should then 

glue the pictures into the correct section of PCM 33. The top half of 

the PCM shows a picture of a book – this is where they should glue 

words containing the short oo sound. The bottom half of the PCM 

shows a picture of the moon – this is where they should glue words 

with the long oo sound.

Word Study 7:  The ai and ay vowel sounds

Activity: Materials:  PCM 34 (pictures and words missing ai or ay), 

PCM 35 (space for ai and ay words) pencil, 

scissors, glue

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCMs 34 and 35, scissors and glue. 

Instruct the children to look at the eight pictures on PCM 34. 

They should complete the spelling of each of the eight words by 

writing in either ai or ay. The children should then cut out the 

eightpictures and their spellings and sort the pictures into those 

that depict ai words (nail, jail, sail, tail)and those that depict ay 

words (tray, day, May, play). They should then glue the pictures 

into the correct section of PCM 35.

Activity Type: Word Sort/Fill in the Blanks Suggested Timing: Week 16

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to categorise words containing the short and long oo 

sounds.

Activity Type: Word Sort/Fill in the Blanks Suggested Timing: Week 21

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to categorise words containing the long /ā/ sound in 

ai and ay.
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Word Study 8:  More alphabetical order

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 36 (word lists), 

PCM 31 (alphabet frieze and word spaces) scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of one of the word lists from PCM 36, 

and one column from PCM 31. Ask the children to cut out the ten 

words from the word list on PCM 36 and spread them out on the 

table in front of them. The children will then arrange the ten words 

in alphabetical order in spaces 1 to 10 on PCM 31. Guide the children 

using the following prompts:

• Look at the alphabet list.

• Do any of the list words begin with a? Yes!

•  The word about begins with a, so this is the first word in 

alphabetical order.

•  Invite the children to colour the letter a on the frieze and then glue 

the word about in box number 1.

•  Continue down the alphabet frieze until all ten words have been 

arranged in alphabetical order.

Word Study 9:   The short /ă/ and long /ā/ vowel 
sounds

Activity: 

Materials: PCM 37 (words and columns), scissors, glue

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCM 37, scissors and glue. 

Instruct the children to cut out the sixteen words in from PCM 37 and 

spread them out on the table in front of them. The children should 

then sort the words into those that have the short /ă/ sound (e.g. fat) 

and those that have the long /ā/ sound (e.g. pain, today, late). 

The words should then be glued into the correct column at the 

top of PCM 37. 

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to arrange words in alphabetical order.

Activity Type: Word Order Suggested Timing: Week 25

Organisational Setting: Pairs or groups of two or three

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to categorise words containing the short /ă/ and the 

long /ā/ in ai, ay and a_e.

Activity Type: Word Sort Suggested Timing: Week 26

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups
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Word Study 10:   The short /ŭ/ and long /ū/ vowel 
sounds

Activity:

Materials: PCM 38 (words and columns), scissors, glue

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCM 38, scissors and glue. 

Instruct the children to cut out the sixteen words on PCM 38 and 

spread them out on the table in front of them. The children should 

then sort the words into those that have the short /ŭ/ sound (e.g. sum) 

and those that have the long /ū/ sound (e.g. duke). The words should 

then be glued into the correct column of PCM 38.

Word Study 11:  The magic e

Activity

Materials: PCM 39 (pictures, words and columns), scissors, glue

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCM 39, scissors and glue. 

Instruct the children to cut out the twelve pictures on PCM 39 and 

spread them out on the table in front of them. The children should 

then read the word pairs at the top of PCM 39 – pip and pipe, kit and 

kite, etc. The children must choose the picture that best shows the 

meaning of each word and then glue the pictures under the correct 

words.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to categorise words containing the short /ŭ/ and 

long /ū/ vowel sounds.

Activity Type: Word Sort Suggested Timing: Week 29

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to explore the effect of the magic e on both the 

pronunciation and meaning of words.

Activity Type: Picture Matching Suggested Timing: Week 30

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups
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Word Study 12:   The short /ŏ/ and long /ō/ vowel 
sounds

Activity:

Materials: PCM 40 (words and columns), scissors, glue

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCM 40, scissors and glue. 

Instruct the children to cut out the sixteen words on PCM 40 and 

spread them out on the table in front of them. The children should 

now sort the words into those that have the short /ŏ/ sound 

(e.g. box) and those that have the long /ō/ sound, using the magic e 

(e.g. smoke) or /oa/ letter patterns (e.g. boat). The words should then 

be glued into the correct column of PCM 40.

Word Study 13:   The short /ĭ/ and long /ī/ vowel 
sounds

Activity:

Materials: PCM 41 (words and columns), scissors, glue

Give each child/pair/group a copy of PCM 41, scissors and glue. 

Instruct the children to cut out the sixteen words on PCM 41 and 

spread them out on the table in front of them. The children should 

then sort the words into those that have the short /ĭ/ sound (e.g. wig) 

and those that have the long /ī/ sound using the magic e, 

/ie/ or /igh/ letter patterns (e.g. kite, pie, fight). The words should then 

be glued into the correct column of PCM 41.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to categorise words containing the short /ŏ/ and

long /ō/ vowel sounds.

Activity Type: Word Sort Suggested Timing: Week 32

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to categorise words containing the short /ĭ/ and 

long /ī/ vowel sounds.

Activity Type: Word Sort Suggested Timing: Week 34

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups
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Word Study 14:  Listen to the clues!

Activity

Materials: PCM 42 (letters and boxes for making 4/5 

letter words)

Give each pair/group a copy of the letter cards on PCM 42. 

Ask the children to cut out each of the 10 letters carefully. 

Instruct the children to spread the letters out on the table in 

front of them. Call out each of the clues below in turn. After each clue, allow a little time 

for the children to arrange the letters on the table to make a word spelling out the answer. 

Once all the children have found the answer, instruct them to remove the letters and listen 

to the next clue.

CLUES

1. A job or piece of work. Begins with the letter ‘t’. (task)

2. Feeling ill or unwell. (sick)

3.  A path made by a person or an animal. Trains also travel along this. Begins with the 

letter ‘t’. (track)

4. The colour of coal. (black)

5. A type of bottle that holds hot or cold liquid. Begins with the letter ‘f’. (flask)

6.  You might play one on your friend as a joke. Magicians are very good at them, too! 

Begins with the letter ‘t’. (trick)

Extension work: Ask the children to spell/make as many different four- and five-letter 

words as possible using the ten letters from PCM 42. You could set a time limit to make this 

more challenging.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Listen to clues and find the correct word (solve), 

(b) Spell out the answer to each clue, paying close attention to the initial, 

medial and final sounds.

Activity Type: Word Puzzle Suggested Timing: Week 35

Organisational Setting: Pairs or groups of three or four
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Word Study 1:  The cr, pr and br blends

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 43 (blends and letters that are missing blends), 

PCM 13 (word lists), scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of PCM 43, one word list from PCM 13, 

scissors and glue. Instruct the children to cut out the three blend 

cards from the top of PCM 43 and leave them to one side. The children 

should now cut out the 14 cards from the bottom half of PCM 43.

Instruct the children to take each blend and place it before the letter 

cards. In doing this, they will create a variety of real and nonsense 

words. Below is an example, using      ab. There is scope to make more 

than 14 words, so the word lists created by each group may differ.

     ab becomes:

crab (real)

prab (nonsense)

brab (nonsense)

The children should now write the real words they have made onto their word list (PCM 13), 

discarding the nonsense words. 

Extension work: If the children find more than 14 words, encourage them to write the extra 

words on the back of their word list or in their copybooks.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Make words beginning with the blends cr, pr 

and br, (b) Distinguish between real words and nonsense words.

Activity Type: Word Maker Suggested Timing: Week 2

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups
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Word Study 2:  The wh digraph – word wheel

Activity:

Materials: PCM 44 (wh word wheel), scissors, sharp pencil, 

paper fastener

Give each pair/group a copy of PCM 44, scissors, a paper fastener and 

a sharpened pencil. Instruct the children to cut out the small circle and 

the large circle. Then instruct the children to make a small hole (using 

their sharpened pencil) through the black dots at the centre of both 

circles. Using the paper fastener, the children must then join the two 

circles with the small circle on top of the large one. This must be done 

in such a way that the circles can be rotated to make words.

The children should now spin the outer circle so that the wh of the inner circle matches up 

with the letters of the other circle. The children in each group take turns at spinning the 

wheel. When they land on a question word, they must use it to pose a question to their 

partner/the other children in the group.

Word Study 3:  The th digraph – word wheel

Activity:

Materials: PCM 45 (th word wheel), scissors, sharpened pencil, 

paper fastener

Give each pair/group a copy of PCM 45. Each pair/group also needs a 

sharpened pencil. Instruct the children to cut out the small circle and 

the large circle. Then instruct the children to make a small hole (using 

their sharpened pencil) through the black dots at the centre of both 

circles. Using the paper fastener, the children must then join the two 

circles with the small circle on top of the large one. This must be done in such a way that 

the circles can be rotated to make words. The children in each group take turns at spinning 

the wheel. They must use the word they land on in a sentence, which they say aloud to their 

partner/the other children in their group.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Make words beginning with the wh digraph, 

(b) Recognise and pronounce words beginning with wh, (c) Form 

questions using the wh question words.

Activity Type: Word Wheel Suggested Timing: Week 3

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to (a) Make words beginning with the voiced th, 

(b) Recognise and pronounce words beginning with th, (c) Put the th 

words in sentences.

Activity Type: Word Wheel Suggested Timing: Week 6

Organisational Setting: Groups of 15 or whole class
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Word Study 4:   The voiced and unvoiced th 
digraph

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 46 (16 words), 

PCM 47 (columns for th words), scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of the words from PCM 46 and a copy of 

PCM 47, scissors, and glue. 

Explain to the children that the voiced th sound is made by sticking 

the tongue behind your top teeth and trying to make a d 

sound. Allow the children time to practise the rhyme ‘this, that, 

these and those, this is how the t-h goes!’

Explain to the children that the unvoiced th sound is made by 

sticking your tongue out slightly and trying to make a t sound. 

The sound made is more like a whisper.

Instruct the children to cut out the 16 words from PCM 46. They 

must arrange the words into two categories – those with the voiced th and those with the 

unvoiced th. The children should then glue the words into the correct section of PCM 47 – 

the voiced th words on the left, the unvoiced th words on the right.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Pronounce the voiced and unvoiced th digraph,  

(b) Categorise words into those that contain the voiced th and those that 

contain the unvoiced th.

Activity Type: Word Sort Suggested Timing: Week 7

Organisational Setting: Groups of three to five
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Word Study 5:  The hard c and soft c

Activity: 

Materials:  PCM 48 (16 words), 

PCM 49 (columns for c words) pencil, scissors

Give each child/pair/group a copy of the words from PCM 48, 

and one copy of PCM 49. 

Explain to the children that the hard c is the regular c sound which 

they have learned since Junior Infants. It has the same sound as 

the letter k.

Explain to the children that the soft c makes the same sound 

as the letter s. The soft c often occurs when the letter c comes 

before the letter e, i or y in a word.

Now instruct the children to cut out the 16 words from PCM 

48. They must arrange the words into the two categories on 

PCM 49 – those with the hard c and those with the soft c. The 

children should then glue the words into the correct section.

Note: Many of the words in this activity do not appear in the word lists in the pupil’s book. This 

has been done to maximise the childrens exposure to the hard and soft c. 

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to (a) Pronounce the hard c and soft c, (b) Learn that 

the soft c often occurs when the c comes before the letter e, i or y, 

(c) Categorise words into those that have the hard c and those that 

have the soft c.

Activity Type: Word Sort Suggested Timing: Week 12

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups
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Word Study 6:  The hard g and soft g

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 50 (16 words), 

PCM 51 (columns for words) scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of the words from PCM 50, and one copy 

of PCM 51. 

Explain to the children that the hard g sound is the regular g sound 

which they have learned since Junior Infants. It makes a hard 

sound at the back of the throat.

Explain to the children that the soft g makes the same sound 

as the letter j. The soft g often occurs when the letter g comes 

before the letter e, i or y in a word.

Now instruct the children to cut out the 16 words from PCM 50. 

They must then arrange the words into the two categories on 

PCM 51 – those with the hard g and those with the soft g. The children should then glue 

the words into the correct section.

Note: Many of the words in this activity do not appear in the word lists in the pupil’s book. This 

has been done to maximise the childrens exposure to the hard and soft g.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to (a) Pronounce the hard g and soft g, (b) Learn that 

the soft g often occurs when the g comes before the letter e, i or y, 

(c) Categorise words into those that have the hard g and those that have 

the soft g.

Activity Type: Word Sort Suggested Timing: Week 13

Organisational Setting: Individuals, pairs or small groups
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Word Study 7:  The o vowel sounds

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 52 (16 words), 

PCM 53 (columns), scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of the words from 

PCM 52, and one copy of PCM 53. 

Explain to the children that the regular short /ŏ/ is the sound which they have 

learned since Junior Infants. It is the o sound in ‘got’, ‘lot’, ‘sock’ etc.

Explain to the children that the magic e rule doesn’t always work, as it doesn’t always make 

the long /ō/ sound. From the letter string ore, we get the sound in ‘more’, ‘sore’, ‘core’, etc. 

From the letter string ove, we get the sound in ‘love’, ‘shove’, ‘dove’, ‘glove’, etc.

Now instruct the children to cut out the 16 words from PCM 52. They must then arrange the 

words into the four categories on PCM 53 – those with the short /ŏ/, those with the magic e, 

those with ore and those with ove – and then glue them into the correct section.

Word Study 8:  ir, er and ur words

Activity:

Materials: PCMs 54 and 55 (pictures, words to be 

completed), pencil

Give each pair/group a copy of PCMs 54 and 55. 

Explain to the children that the three letter 

combinations ir, ur and er make the same sound. They 

must be careful when spelling words that contain this 

particular sound.

Instruct the children to look at the pictures on PCM 54 and 55. Each picture represents a 

word that contains the letters ir, ur or er. The children must fill in one of the three letter 

combinations to complete each word.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to (a) Pronounce the various o sounds, namely the 

short /ŏ/, the long /ō/ using the magic e, ore as in ‘more’ and ove as in 

‘love’, (b) Sort words into the four categories above.

Activity Type: Word Sort Suggested Timing: Week 18

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups

Learning Outcome: The pupil understands that three different letter combinations can 

make the same sound – ir, er and ur.

Activity Type: Fill in the Blanks Suggested Timing: Week 22

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups
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Word Study 9:  ark, ick and ock words

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 56 (Section A: word endings and initial sounds), 

PCM 13 (word lists), scissors, pencil

Give each pair/group a copy of Section A of PCM 56 and one word list 

from PCM 13. Instruct the children to cut out the letter string cards 

ark, ick and ock from the top of Section A of PCM 56. The children 

should now cut out the 12 initial sound cards from the bottom of 

Section A of PCM 56.

Instruct the children to take each initial sound card and place it before 

the letter string cards. In doing this, they will create a variety of real 

and nonsense words. Below is an example using      ark. There is scope 

to make more than 12 words, so the word lists created by each group 

may differ. 

     ark becomes:

rark (nonsense)

lark (real)

bark (real)

sark (nonsense)

clark (nonsense)

shark (real)

The children should now write the real words they have made onto their word list, 

discarding the nonsense words.

Extension work: If the children find more than 12 words, encourage them to write the extra 

words on the back of their word list or in their copybooks.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Make words ending in the letter strings ark, ick 

and ock, (b) Distinguish between real words and nonsense words.

Activity Type: Word Maker Suggested Timing: Week 23

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups
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Word Study 10:  Silent letters – l, k and w

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 57 (pictures and words missing silent letters), 

scissors, pencil

Give each pair/group a copy of PCM 56. Instruct the children to look 

at the pictures on PCM 56. Each picture represents a word which 

contains the silent letter k, l or w. The children must fill in one of the 

three letters to complete each word correctly.

When all the words have been spelled correctly, the children can 

colour each picture following this key: if the silent letter is k, the picture should be red;

if the silent letter is l, the picture should be yellow; if the silent letter is w, the picture

should be blue.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to recognise and spell words that contain the silent 

letter l, k or w.

Activity Type: Fill in the Blanks Suggested Timing: Week 26

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups
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Word Study 11:  Double letters – tt, bb, ll, ff, ss

Activity:

Materials: PCM 56 (Section B: double letters and words missing 

double letters), scissors, PCM 13 (word lists), pencil

Give each pair/group a copy of Section B of PCM 56 and one word list 

from PCM 13. Instruct the children to cut out the double letter string 

cards tt, bb, ll, ff and ss from the top of Section B of PCM 56. The 

children should then cut out the 14 word cards from the bottom of 

Section B of PCM 56.

Instruct the children to take each double letter string card and place 

it into the word cards from Section B. In doing this, they will create 

a variety of real and nonsense words. Below is an example using 

co     ee. There is scope to make more than 14 words, so the word lists 

created by each group may differ.

co     ee becomes:

cottee (nonsense)

cobbee (nonsense)

collee (nonsense)

coffee (real)

cossee (nonsense)

The children should then write the real words they have made onto their word list, 

discarding the nonsense words.

Extension work: If the children find more than 14 words, encourage them to write the extra 

words on the back of their word list or in their copybooks.

Learning Outcome: (a) Make words which contain the double letters tt, bb, ll, ff and ss,

(b) Distinguish between real words and nonsense words.

Activity Type: Word Maker Suggested Timing: Week 29

Organisational Setting: Pairs or groups of three or four
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Word Study 12:  The ed ending sounds

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 58 (16 words), 

PCM 59 (columns for words) scissors, glue

Give each pair/group a copy of the words from PCM 58, and one copy 

of PCM 59. 

 Explain to the children that the regular ed word ending makes the 

normal d sound. Words that end with this sound usually have 

two syllables, as in wanted. Explain to the children that the 

irregular ed ending takes on a t sound. Words that end with this 

sound usually have only one syllable or sound, as in fixed.

Now instruct the children to cut out the 16 words from PCM 

58. They must then arrange the words into the two categories 

on PCM 59 – those that finish with the d sound, and those that 

finish with the t sound – and then glue them into the correct 

section

.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Pronounce the regular and irregular ed sounds,  

(b) Sort words ending in ed into the those that have a d sound, and those 

that have a t sound.

Activity Type: Word Sort Suggested Timing: Week 31

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups
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Word Study 13:  The ue, ew and ow words

Activity:

Materials:  PCM 60 (blend cards and letter cards), 

PCM 13 (word lists), scissors, pencil

Give each pair/group a copy of PCM 60 and one word list from PCM 13. 

Instruct the children to cut out the blend cards ue, ew, and ow from 

the top of PCM 60. The children should now cut out the 14 word cards 

from the bottom of PCM 60.

Explain to the children that both ue and ew make the same long /ū/ 

sound. Explain that ow makes the long /ō/ sound as in ‘snow’.

Instruct the children to take each blend card and place it next to 

the letter cards. In doing this, they will create a variety of real and 

nonsense words. Below is an example, using neph     . There is scope 

to make more than 14 words, so the word lists created by 

each group may differ.

neph      becomes:

nephue (nonsense)

nephew (real)

nephow (nonsense)

The children should then write the real words they have made onto their word list, 

discarding the nonsense words.

Extension work: If the children find more than 14 words, encourage them to write the extra 

words on the back of their word list or in their copybooks.

Learning Outcome: The pupil is able to: (a) Make words containing the ue, ew and ow letter 

strings, (b) Distinguish between real words and nonsense words.

Activity Type: Word Maker Suggested Timing: Weeks 33–34

Organisational Setting: Pairs or small groups
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Dictation Exercises – Senior Infants
Please note that all words at Senior Infant level are treated as key words.

WEEK 6 WEEK 7

1. Dad had a pan. 1. The cat is on the mat.

2. The man is sad. 2. Nan had a bat.

3. Dad is a man. 3. The hat is on the tap.

WEEK 8 WEEK 9

1. Pam is sad. 1. The pet is in the car.

2. Her cat ran to the car. 2. The men are in the den.

3. The tag is on the bag. 3. Ben has a red bed.

WEEK 10 WEEK 11

1. Nan has a mat. 1. Lin has a big car.

2. Pam has a wet cap. 2. Ben hid in the den.

3. He sat in the car. 3. Pam will go to the bin.

4. Ben met Pam in the den.

5. Dad and Nan are in the car.

WEEK 12 WEEK 13

1. Nan has a big pin. 1. She has a big pin.

2. Ben will go to the pig. 2. Ben had a rip on his bib.

3. Pam hit the bin. 3. We hit the rim of the bat.

WEEK 14 WEEK 15

1. My dog is a good pet. 1. Lin has a big dog.

2. Dad gave a good rod to me. 2. The red dog is in the car.

3. Pam hid the log in the pit. 3. The pin was on the rug.

4. The hot water hit the bin.

5. Dad will get a good car.
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WEEK 16 WEEK 17

1. The hot pot is on the mat. 1. Dad gave a hug to Lin.

2. The good boy has a big mop. 2. Ben put milk in the pot.

3. The girl is not in the cot. 3. The girl put a mug on the rug.

WEEK 18 WEEK 19

1. The nun saw the sun. 1. Nan went up to the club.

2. The girl will cut the nut. 2. Ben ran up to the flag.

3. She put the bib on me. 3. Dad has a red flag in his car.

WEEK 20 WEEK 21

1. The pup went into the den. 1. The crab is in the water.

2. The good girl did the sum. 2. Pam hit the big drum.

3. The boy cut the red flag. 3. A crib is like a cot.

4. The sun is hot.

5. The pet will run to the man.

6. The foxes passed by the burning tree.

WEEK 22 WEEK 23

1. Fred can see a trap. 1. Pam will skip with the dog.

2. My frog had a drop of water. 2. He will cut the skin on his hand.

3. She gave a plum to me. 3. She will slip on the water.

WEEK 24 WEEK 25

1. I will step into the box. 1. The car will stop at the water.

2. It is not good to spit. 2. The dog has a red spot.

3. I have a scar on my hand. 3. The girl is in the box.

4. There is a plug in the tub.

5. She will step into the car.
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WEEK 26 WEEK 27

1. Dad got eggs in the shop. 1. The water came with a gush.

2. My shoe is in the shed. 2. Dad had to push his car.

3. The big ship is on the water. 3. The girl had a gash on her hand.

WEEK 28 WEEK 29

1. The big man is rich. 1. She sang a song in the den.

2. The chef put a chip on his chin. 2. The king rang the bell.

3. Pam had a chat with her chum. 3. She will give the fish to the chef.

WEEK 30 WEEK 31

1. Fred has a scar on his shin. 1. I will get a good book.

2. Pam had to wash the gash on her leg. 2. The chef likes to cook.

3. The egg was in mush. 3. The wood hit his foot.

4. Ben had to dash to the shop.

5. The chef made fi sh and eggs.

WEEK 32 WEEK 33

1. She had a big weed. 1. Ben will wash with water.

2. He saw a red deer. 2. The chef will cook the fish.

3. She will wash her feet. 3. The dog is in the box.

4. The king rang the big bell.

5. Pam went to the shop.
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Dictation Exercises – First Class

WEEK 1 WEEK 2

1. I saw a fat bat. 1. Ten men got wet.

2. Sam put his cap on the map. 2. My pet hen is on the bed.

3. Dad was mad and I was sad. 3. She will get a red net.

WEEK 3 WEEK 4

1. I hid a pin in the bin. 1. She must hop over the log.

2. I did a jig with a pig. 2. Pop the mop in a box.

3. The long wig has a rip in it. 3. The fast fox ran past the dog.

WEEK 5 WEEK 6

1. I must dig with the pen. 1. I cut the end of the rug.

2. She will eat the jam. 2. I need to run in the sun.

3. Dad will jog in the fog. 3. She just put a bug in the jug.

4. He is a very fat dog.

5. My top lip is red.

WEEK 7 WEEK 8

1. She can add four plus ten. 1. It is not kind to trip Gran.

2. The club flag is in the well. 2. Dad said to grip the tree root.

3. My flip-flop went over a plum. 3. Help me or I will drop the drum.

WEEK 9 WEEK 10

1. My chum is such a rich chap. 1. It is fun to clap and hum.

2. Dad will chop an inch off the log. 2. I will hug Gran hard when I get back.

3. It is hard to chat and chew. 3. The flat cap is very drab.

4. Put the bun in the trap.

5. I will grab a plug and a clip.
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WEEK 11 WEEK 12

1. The old dish is in our shed. 1. The fast stag ran past the nest.

2. Tell me what you want in the shop. 2. I put a stud in my two ears.

3. A big gush will push the ship. 3. I will just stop now and rest.

WEEK 13 WEEK 14

1. Last week I got to meet a deer. 1. Use the eyes in your own head.

2. A warm eel hit my heel. 2. Each year I fear less.

3. My legs and body feel cold. 3. Dad put a real bean near my ear.

WEEK 15 WEEK 16

1. Each day we get a test. 1. Look at the cook book and read it.

2. Wash your feet when you are ready. 2. I took good food from the bag.

3. I will make a wish on a star. 3. Wood and wool are in the pool.

4. The deaf pest cannot hear us.

5. I shut the old gate in a rush.

WEEK 17 WEEK 18

1. Bill will fall down the hill. 1. Dad will miss work if he is sick.

2. Do not yell the time at me. 2. Did the king find a gold lock?

3. Fill all the cups on the wall. 3. Pass the ring back to her.

WEEK 19 WEEK 20

1. Rain fell on her fair hair. 1. I kept the duck by my foot.

2. Air will push the main sail. 2. The bell fell with a bang.

3. The nail is in her short tail. 3. I will make a pair of cups to sell.

4. Tell Dad to call his boss.   

5. The moon lit up my room.
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WEEK 21 WEEK 22

1. The hawk will fly away in May. 1. The car was left here on the tar.

2. Stay and play a game with me. 2. I put the sugar in the mixer.

3. I will plant the last seed today. 3. I will keep this super art.

WEEK 23 WEEK 24

1. The girl said to turn right. 1. The owl went low over the town.

2. The corn and fork fell in dirt. 2.
The slow song will start with a loud               

howl.

3. I have seen that bird in Cork. 3. The towel is as big as a cloud.

WEEK 25 WEEK 26

1. Have you seen fur on the lawn? 1. Mam will try to bake a date cake.

2. She was about to show me her art. 2. He ate the fake fig I gave him.

3. The loud horn set off the alarm. 3. Why did you take most of the jam?

4. Have you ever been to Cork?

5. Do not burn this tray of corn.

WEEK 27 WEEK 28

1. I like to ride my bike. 1. Poke the fire to make more smoke.

2. He will hide a pipe in the sea. 2. My nose bone is soft and sore.

3. The side of the wide kite is on fire. 3. Do you even have a cone at home?

WEEK 29 WEEK 30

1. The huge duke sang a cute tune. 1. The side of the gate is red.

2. The air in June is pure. 2. I have to take my time.

3. Use the flute you got from Dad. 3. I woke up a long time ago.

4. He gave me a huge bite from the bar.

5. Say his name in a sad tone.
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WEEK 31 WEEK 32

1. The park is the best place to race. 1. A few towels will dry on the line. 

2. It is nice to eat rice with spice. 2. The wind blew the sail of the boat.

3. Ice lay in a cage on the stage. 3. I drew a toad on dark soil.

WEEK 33 WEEK 34

1. I put a drink in my black flask. 1. My tie is so tight I might die.

2. My next task is to go to the bank. 2. I tried to bake a pie last night.

3. That tank ran out of gas on the track. 3. The first bit of rain felt light.

WEEK 35 WEEK 36

1. A screw will not float in the sink. 1. The chap will dig up that weed.

2. She put a bright mask on her face. 2. The sick deer has a sore foot.

3. The trick made him boil with rage. 3. This place has a huge fun zone.

4. That cat is still very sick. 4. Did you hear a yell and a bang?

5. The noise grew and I got a fright. 5. The bright moon lit up the tree root.
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Dictation Exercises – Second Class

WEEK 1 WEEK 2

1. I see a black blob on the list. 1. The cool brown bread is in the press.

2. A slug slept on the sling. 2. The slug crept away from the crab.

3. A blonde girl held a float in her arms. 3. A crow sat on the brim of the pram.

WEEK 3 WEEK 4

1. He will beat the twig free with a rock. 1. The queen has quite a quiet life.

2. Why did you twirl when I sang? 2. It is a skill to skip on a skate.

3. Who can twist the wheel? 3. The quilt will seem soft on my skin.

WEEK 5 WEEK 6

1. What prank did you play on your twin? 1. The other bun is for your mother.

2. The crisps cost less than the bar. 2. There are lots of bags in this class.

3. Why did you sell the bread? 3. They have got those cups at home.

4. Where did you slip on a rock?

5. The queen quit singing her song.

WEEK 7 WEEK 8

1. The thick ice on the corn will thaw. 1. I never tied the rope to the jeep.

2. Did you hear that third loud thud? 2. I met a green sheep on the street.

3. I think three thin dogs bit the lead. 3. I see a steel wheel in the deep river.

WEEK 9 WEEK 10

1. The bread will rise when it is ready. 1. I agree that the rope is green.

2.
I hope my teacher put cream on the 

peach.
2. I often feel sweat on my head.

3. Can you reach the seat with that stick? 3. I must thank you both for these pies.

4. Those green sticks fell on the path. 

5. A bee stung them in the street.
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WEEK 11 WEEK 12

1.
Daddy and Mammy take care of their 

baby.
1. Icy snow fell from the cloud.

2. His wife is a busy lady. 2. I shall not cycle in the snowy city.

3. I get up early to go to rugby. 3. I will carry my new coat and dress.

WEEK 13 WEEK 14

1. What age is the gentle giant? 1. We can walk along the chalk line.

2. The small magic gem was on the grass. 2. The bald man is alive and can talk.

3. I lost a gold ring in the gym. 3. I put salt at the base of the stalk.

WEEK 15 WEEK 16

1. I see a shiny crown in the lake. 1. A square is a shape I can make.

2. I was not cosy in the breezy cell. 2. I will play a game on the plane.

3. Juice gave me energy for the race. 3.
The whale has gone east to a safe 

place.

4. The rat died in the snowy garden.

5. His cheeky baby set off the alarm.

WEEK 17 WEEK 18

1. I drove to get a view of the cove. 1. He wore a glove to hold the dove.

2. My phone case broke and will not close. 2. The cows ate more grass by the shore.

3. The fox will sleep alone in a hole. 3. The score was the same before tea.

WEEK 19 WEEK 20

1. Can you take five away from nine twice? 1. I will make more bread in the stove.

2. Are you sure he can drive on the line? 2. I must blow my nose again.

3. The rude ruler will sing a tune. 3. In the tale the man stole a rose.

4. The flute and phone are both mine!

5. The female will hold her case.
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WEEK 21 WEEK 22

1. My brother and his team won the match. 1.
The expert told us a fact about a 

germ.

2. A baby monkey was born last Monday. 2. He drew a picture of a dirty shirt.

3. Her son put honey in the oven. 3. The cross girl ripped the chart.

WEEK 23 WEEK 24

1. The chick stood up on a dark rock. 1. The witch will fetch bat legs for lunch.

2. I did an easy trick with a stick. 2. Put a pinch of salt in each batch.

3. What size is that fine clock? 3.
Watch them catch the ball on the 

pitch.

WEEK 25 WEEK 26

1. We need tools to cut above the fern. 1. Mam wrote on her knee and her palm.

2. I saw a shark and felt pure fear. 2. Words flow when I write a note.

3. He will stretch his legs in the hutch. 3. Half of the water fell on my wrist.

4. He will bark at the clock a dozen times.

5. Surely the cake in the oven is done!

WEEK 27 WEEK 28

1. Is mutton the meat of a wild animal? 1.
Huff and puff and blow the house 

down.

2. I see a letter on the little cotton ribbon. 2. A stiff tube fell off the cliff.

3. The bubble is at the bottom of the bottle. 3. Coffee and toffee both smell nice.       

WEEK 29 WEEK 30

1. The tissue made a mess on the floor. 1. My attic is full of silly stuff.

2.
The Swiss man spoke about grass and 

moss.
2.

Do you know what sound a calf 

makes?

3. Let us begin our game of chess. 3. Gran will knit one dress per girl.

4. Do not yell or knock over that bottle.

5. You had better chill out and keep calm.
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WEEK 31 WEEK 32

1. My hand bled after I fell. 1.
The black-and-white skunk spent the 

night outside.

2. We lifted a pole and played at the site. 2. The young girl can count to seven.

3. I liked and wanted her blood-red jumper. 3. Seven birds began to sing a song.

WEEK 33 WEEK 34

1. My nephew drew a blue screw. 1. He would stand on a steel wire.

2. I threw a few seeds on the grass. 2. We were blown north by a slow wind.

3. What is the value of paint and glue? 3. I could hold your folder for you.

WEEK 35 WEEK 36

1. I fled out to swim under the stars. 1. Could you carry this grape for me?

2. Can you fold your folder into a point? 2. I should thank teacher for my prize.

3. The wind blew the rescue team north. 3. I walked along the shore in the mist.

4. Mam should scold me if I run on the dew. 4. The blonde witch needed bat blood!

5. I walked to the site and played there. 5.
My cheeky brother hid my flute on 

Monday. 
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page 8 

1.   d 

2.   t 
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13.   x 
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12.   x 
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14.   b 

15.   k 
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page 10

1.   e 

2.   a 

3.   o 
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13.   i
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1.   u 
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3.   i 
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7.   e 
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10.   o

11.   u 

12.   e 

13.   a 

14.   i 

15.   u 

WEEK 5

page 12

1.   dog

2.   sun

3.   fin

4.   van

5.   log

6.   fan

7.   rod

8.   wig

9.   peg

10.   hen

11.   bin

12.   tap

13.   cup

14.   car

15.   hat

page 13

1.   ladder

2.   frog

3.   scarf

4.   bell

5.   finger

6.   bird

7.   lamp

8.   drum

9.   snake

10.   towel

11.   bread

12.   pencil

13.   basket

14.   carrot

15.   soap

 WEEK 6 

B sad 

pan 

Dad 

C the  bad  ran  pan 

b    a d     p a n     t h e    r a n

D (a)   had  had  had  had 

(b)   can  can  can  can 

(c)   sad  sad  sad  sad 

(d)   pan  pan  pan  pan 

(e)   the  the  the  the 

(f)   bad  bad  bad  bad 

 

E (a)   can 

(b)   sad 

(c)   is 

(d)   the 

(e)   Nan 

(f)   on 

WEEK 7 

B  mat 
tap 
cat 

C (a)   cap 

(b)   bat 

(c)   sat 

(d)   she 

(e)   cat 

(f)   mat 
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11.   d

12.   l 

13.   j

14.  j

15.   k 

page 5

1.  d 

2.   k 

3.   b

4.   a

5.   c

6.   g

7.  f 

8.   i

9.  e 

10.   l

11.   f 

12.  h

13.   d 

14.  h 

15.   j

WEEK 2 

page 6

1.  o 

2.   q

3.   m

4.   t

5.   w 

6.   p 

7.  n

8.   m

9.  w 

10.   s 

11.   s 

12.   u

13.   v

14.   y 

15.   r

page 7

1.  o 

2.   t 

3.   m 

4.   s

5.   r 

6.   q 

7.   n 

8.   p 

9.   u  

10.   r

11.   v 

12.   w 

13.   p 

14.  t 

15.   w 

WEEK 3

page 8 

1.   d

2.   t 

3.   p 

4.   k 

5.   f 

6.  m 

7.   n

8.   r 

9.   g 

10.   b 

11.   f 

12.  l

13.   x 

14.   m 

15.   g 

page 9

1.   d 

2.  m 

3.   t

4.   r 

5.   n 

6.   d 

7.   f 

8.  l

9.   g

10.   p 

11.   k 

12.   x 

13.   g 

14.   b 

15.  k 

WEEK 4 

page 10

1.   e

2.   a 

3.   o 

4.   u 

5.   i

6.  e 

7.   o 

8.   o 

9.   u 

10.   a 

11.   i

12.   o 

13.  i

14.   u 

15.   o 

page 11

1.   u 

2.   a 

3.   i  

4.   e  

5.   o 

6.   a 

7.   e 

8.   i 

9.  u 

10.   o

11.   u 

12.   e 

13.   a 

14.   i 

15.   u 

WEEK 5

page 12

1.   dog

2.   sun

3.   fin

4.   van

5.   log

6.   fan

7.   rod

8.   wig

9.   peg

10.   hen

11.   bin

12.   tap

13.   cup

14.   car

15.   hat

page 13

1.  ladder

2.   frog

3.   scarf

4.   bell

5.   finger

6.   bird

7.   lamp

8.   drum

9.   snake

10.   towel

11.   bread

12.   pencil

13.   basket

14.  carrot

15.   soap

 WEEK 6

B sad 

pan 

Dad 

C the bad ran pan 

b a d     p a n     t h e    ra d d p a a n n  t  t h e e r r a a nn

D (a)   had  had  had  had

(b)   can  can  can  can

(c)   sad  sad  sad  sad 

(d)   pan  pap n  pan ppan

(e)   the the the  the

(f)   bad bad  bad  bad 

E (a)   can 

(b)   sad 

(c)   is 

(d)  the 

(e)  Nan 

(f)   on 

WEEK 7 

B  mat 
tap 
cat 

C (a)   cap 

(b)   bat 

(c)   sat 

(d)   she 

(e)   cat 

(f)  mat 
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D (a)   map 

(b)   hat 

(c)   sat 

(d)   he 

(e)   she 

(f)   cat 

(g)   in 

(h)   tap 

E 
b a t f l n

h o l h a t

x m a p z d

m g t a p k

c a p r i t

q v e c a t

WEEK 8 

B jam 

bag 

car 

C  jar car bag tag

  t   c  a   r       a g     j  a r    b a g

D (a)   ham  ham  ham  ham

(b)   bar  bar  bar  bar

(c)   bag  bag  bag  bag

(d)   has  has  has  has

(e)   her  her  her  her

(f)   tag  tag  tag  tag

E (a)   bag 

(b)   his 

(c)   jar 

(d)   Pam 

(e)   jam 

(f)   car 

WEEK 9 

B bed 

wet 

men 

C (a)   red 

(b)   Ben 

(c)   wet 

(d)   you 

(e)   and 

(f)   fed 

D (a)   bed 

(b)   men 

(c)   met 

(d)   and 

(e)   are 

(f)   wet 

(g)   red 

(h)   den 

E (a) 

(i)   den 

(ii)   pet 

(b) 

(i)   met 

(ii)   wet 

WEEK 10

A cap  pan  car  mat 

bat  red  cat  bar 

wet  tap  bed  jam 

B (a)   bad 

(b)   can 

(c)   pan 

(d)   mat 

(e)   cat 

(f)   jam 

(g)   men 

(h)   wet 

(i)   ham 

(j)   she 

(k)   his 

(l)   her 

C (a)   Dad has a cat. 

(b)   The bat is on the mat. 

(c)   The pet is in the car. 

D  jar  are hat she

    h a t      s  h e     a r  e    j  a r

E (a)   The jam is in the jar. 

(b)   The men are in the 
den. 

(c)   The man ran to the car. 

(d)   The ham is in the pan. 

WEEK 11 

B fin

pig

lid 

C (a)   hid 

(b)   pig 

(c)   bin 

(d)   big 

(e)   fin

(f)   will 

D (a)  

(i)   dig 

(ii)   lid 

(b)

(i)   hid

(ii)   fin 

E dig  hid  pig  will

F (a)   Lin has a big pig. 

(b)   Pam will dig in the den.

 

WEEK 12 

B win 

pin 

tin 

C (a)   pin 

(b)   win 

(c)   bit 

(d)   pin 

(e)   tin 

(f)   fit 

D (i) (ii)
(a) win pit  (a) it at

(b) bit tin  (b) pin it

(c) pit win  (c) hit fit
(d) tin sit  (d) at lit

(e) was bit (e) lit pin

(f ) sit was  (f ) fit hit

E (a)   Pam will sit in the den. 

(b)   Ben was in the pit. 

(c)   Nan will win the car. 

(d)   The girl bit the bar.  

WEEK 13 

B lip 

bib 

rip 

C (a)   rib 

(b)   him 

(c)   lip 

(d)   fib 

(e)   rim 

(f)   sip 

D (a)  

(i)   dim 

(ii)   rip 

(b)

(i)   bib 

(ii)   him 

E we 

rim 

lip 

me 

F (a)   He has a red bib. 

(b)   She has a big pin.  

WEEK 14 

B log 

dog 

rod 

C (a)   dog 

(b)   log 

(c)   sob

(d)   job

(e)   rob

(f)   rod 

D 
(i) (ii)

(a) good pod (a) with sob 

(b) rob dog (b) job rod 

(c) pod good  (c) nod  job 

(d) fog gave  (d) log with 

(e) gave rob  (e) sob log 

(f ) dog  fog  (f ) rod nod 

E (a)   The dog was on the 
log. 

(b)   Pam gave the rod to 
me. 

(c)   Dad has a good job. 

WEEK 15 

A (a)   pin 

(b)   dog 

(c)   dig 

(d)   log 

(e)   fin

(f)   pig 

(g)   sad 

(h)   bin  

B (a)   lit 

(b)   was 

(c)   gave 

(d)   dig 

(e)   win 

(f)   with 

D (a)  map 

(b) hat 

(c)  sat 

(d)  he 

(e)  she

(f)   cat 

(g)   in 

(h)  tap 

E
b a t f l n

h o l h a t

x m a p z d

m g t a p k

c a p r i t

q v e c a t

WEEK 8 

B jam 

bag

car

C jar car bag tag

tc  a  r       a g     j  a r    b a c  a  a  r  r t a a g g  j   j  a a r  r  b b a a g

D (a)  ham  ham  ham  ham

(b) bar  bar  bar  bar

(c)  bag  bag  bag  bagg

(d)  has  has  has has

(e)  her  her  her  her

(f) tag  tag  tagg tagg

E (a)  bag 

(b)  his 

(c)  jar 

(d)   Pam 

(e)  jam 

(f)  car 

WEEK 9 

B bed

wet

men

C (a)  red 

(b)  Ben 

(c)  wet 

(d)   you 

(e)  and 

(f)  fed 

D (a)  bed 

(b)  men 

(c)   met 

(d)   and 

(e)   are

(f)   wet 

(g)   red

(h)  den 

E (a) 

(i)   den 

(ii)   pet 

(b) 

(i)  met 

(ii)   wet 

WEEK 10

A cap  pan  car  mat 

bat  red  cat  bar 

wet  tap  bed jam

B (a)  bad 

(b)   can 

(c)   pan 

(d)   mat 

(e)   cat 

(f)  jam 

(g)   men 

(h)   wet 

(i)   ham 

(j)  she 

(k)   his 

(l)   her 

C (a)  Dad has a cat. 

(b)   The bat is on the mat. 

(c)  The pet is in the car. 

D jar are hat she

h a t      s  h e     a r  e    j  a rh a a t   t   s  s  h h e e a a r  r  e e   j   j  a a rr

E (a)   The jam is in the jar. 

(b)   The men are in the 
den. 

(c)   The man ran to the car.

(d)   The ham is in the pan. 

WEEK 11 

B fin

pig

lid 

C (a)   hid 

(b)   pig 

(c)   bin 

(d)   big 

(e)   fin

(f)   will 

D (a) 

(i)   dig 

(ii)   lid 

(b)

(i)   hid

(ii)   fin  

E dig  hid  pig  will

F (a)   Lin has a big pig. 

(b)   Pam will dig in the den.

WEEK 12 

B win 

pin 

tin 

C (a)   pin 

(b)   win 

(c)  bit

(d)   pin 

(e)   tin 

(f)   fit 

D (i) (ii)
(a) win pit (a) it at

(b) bit tin (b) pin it

(c) pit win (c) hit fit
(d) tin sit (d) at lit

(e) was bit (e) lit pin

(f ) sit was (f ) fit hit

E (a)   Pam will sit in the den. 

(b)  Ben was in the pit. 

(c)   Nan will win the car. 

(d)   The girl bit the bar.  

WEEK 13 

B lip 

bib 

rip

C (a)   rib 

(b)   him 

(c)   lip 

(d)   fib 

(e)  rim 

(f)   sip 

D (a) 

(i)  dim 

(ii)   rip 

(b)

(i)   bib 

(ii)   him 

E we 

rim 

lip 

me 

F (a)   He has a red bib. 

(b)   She has a big pin.  

WEEK 14 

B log 

dog 

rod

C (a)  dog 

(b)   log 

(c)   sob

(d)   job

(e)   rob

(f)   rod 

D
(i) (ii)

(a) good pod (a) with sob

(b) rob dog (b) job rod 

(c) pod good (c) nod job 

(d) fog gave (d) log with

(e) gave rob (e) sob log

(f ) dog fog (f ) rod nod

E (a)   The dog was on the 
log. 

(b)   Pam gave the rod to 
me. 

(c)   Dad has a good job. 

WEEK 15 

A (a)   pin 

(b)   dog 

(c)   dig 

(d)   log 

(e)  fin

(f)   pig 

(g)   sad 

(h)   bin  

B (a)   lit 

(b)  was 

(c)   gave 

(d)   dig 

(e)   win 

(f)   with 
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C (a)

(i)   big 

(ii)   pig

(b)

(i)   sip 

(ii)   lip 

D (a)   sit 

(b)   him 

(c)   good 

(d)   with 

E (a)   The bat is in the bin. 

(b)   The dog is on the mat. 

(c)   The pig is in the car. 

(d)   The lid is on the pot. 

(e)   The cat is on the log. 

(f)   The man has a bib. 

(g)   The bib has a rip.  

WEEK 16 

B (a)   mop 

(b)   lot 

(c)   girl

C (a)   pot 

(b)   mop

(c)   boy

(d)   cot

(e)   top

(f)   hot

(g)   hop

(h)   girl 

D 
p

lot  mop girl  boy 

    g  i  r  l   b  o  y   m  o  p   l  o  t

E (a)   pot

(b)   got 

(c)   boy 

(d)   mop 

(e)   girl 

WEEK 17

B (a)   fun 

(b)   gun 

(c)   like 

C (a)   The girl did the sum. 

(b)   The bun is on the rug. 

(c)   The milk is in the cup. 

(d)   She put the nut in the 
mug.  

D (a)   fun 

(b)   sum 

(c)   milk 

(d)   bun 

(e)   mug 

(f)   like 

E (a)   hug 

(b)   like

(c)   bun 

(d)   mug 

WEEK 18 

B (a)   cup 

(b)   make

(c)   all 

C (a)   pup 

(b)   cup

(c)   cut

(d)   sun

(e)   run

(f)   nut 

D run  upc   (a) _________________ 
cup kaem   (b) _________________

nut nur   (c) _________________

make lal   (d) _________________

all tun   (e) _________________

run

cup
make

all
nut

E 
p

make  all pup  put 

         a  l  l   p  u  p   p  u  t   m a k  e

WEEK 19 

B (a)   brim 

(b)   club 

(c)   flag 

C (a)   Dad put milk in the 
bran. 

(b)   She has her club in her 
bag. 

(c)   The milk is up to the 
brim. 

(d)   The girl went down to 
the log. 

D (a)   clip 

(b)   flat 

(c)   brim 

(d)   went 

(e)   down 

(f)   flap 

E (a)   flag 

(b)   brat

(c)   club

(d)   clip

(e)   went

(f)   down 

WEEK 20 

A (a)   girl 

(b)   pot

(c)   sun 

(d)   club 

(e)   milk 

(f)   flag

(g)   boy

(h)   cup

B (a)   pot 

(b)   clip 

(c)   all 

(d)   flap 

(e)   cup

(f)   clap 

C (a)   mop 

(b)   not

(c)   rug

(d)   all

(e)   sun 

(f)   bun 

(g)   went 

(h)   girl

(i)   into

(j)   make

(k)   like

(l)   down

D 
g m i l k x

f t w c o t

s u n r g f
p n c l a p

p o t g x y

t c l u b f

WEEK 21 

B (a)   drop 

(b)   grin 

(c)   crab 

C (a)   drop 

(b)   crab 

(c)   grip 

(d)   drum 

(e)   crib

(f)   grab 

D  crop  drag  water  grip 

         w a t e r  g r i p  c r o p  d r a g

E (a)   Ben has a big drum.

(b)   The crab is at the 
water. 

(c)   Pam can see the sun. 

(d)   The crib is on the rug. 

(e)   The girl is in the water. 

(f)   Dad has a grip on the 
mop. 

(g)   Nan will grab the gun 
from the man.  

WEEK 22 

B (a)   trip 

(b)   plum

(c)   frog 

C (a)   frog  frog  frog  

(b)   plug  plug  plug  

(c)   trip  trip  trip  

(d)   plum  plum  plum 

(e)   from  from  from 

(f)   plan  plan plan 

D (a)   Fred 

(b)   trip 

(c)   plan 

(d)   frog 

(e)   from 

(f)   trot 

(g)   trap 

(h)   plum

E (a)   The frog is at the flag. 

(b)   My dad went on a trip. 
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C (a)

(i)  big 

(ii)   pig

(b)

(i)  sip 

(ii)   lip 

D (a)  sit

(b)  him 

(c)   good 

(d)  with 

E (a)  The bat is in the bin. 

(b)  The dog is on the mat. 

(c)   The pig is in the car. 

(d)  The lid is on the pot. 

(e)  The cat is on the log. 

(f)   The man has a bib. 

(g)   The bib has a rip.  

WEEK 16 

B (a)  mop 

(b)  lot 

(c)  girl

C (a)  pot 

(b)  mop

(c)   boy

(d)  cot

(e)  top

(f)   hot

(g)   hop

(h)  girl 

D 
p

lot mop girl boy 

 r  l   b   m  o l  o  tg  i i r  r  ll b  b  o  y m m oo p l  l  o  o  tt

p

E (a)  pot

(b)  got 

(c)  boy 

(d)  mop 

(e)  girl 

WEEK 17

B (a)  fun 

(b)  gun 

(c)  like 

C (a)  The girl did the sum. 

(b)   The bun is on the rug. 

(c)   The milk is in the cup. 

(d)   She put the nut in the 
mug.  

D (a)   fun 

(b)   sum

(c)   milk 

(d)  bun

(e)   mug 

(f)   like 

E (a)   hug 

(b)   like

(c)  bun 

(d)   mug 

WEEK 18 

B (a)  cup

(b)   make

(c)   all 

C (a)  pup 

(b)   cup

(c)   cut

(d)   sun

(e)   run

(f)  nut 

D run upc (a) _______ _______

cup kaem (b) _________________

nut nur (c) _________________

make lal (d) _________________

all tun (e) _________________

run

cup______

make

all
nut

E
pp

make all pup put 

a  l  l   p  u  p   p  u  t   m a k  ea  l  l  l  l    pp uu  p p   p  p  u  u  t  t    m m aa k k  ee

p

WEEK 19 

B (a)  brim 

(b)   club 

(c)   flag 

C (a)  Dad put milk in the 
bran. 

(b)   She has her club in her 
bag. 

(c)   The milk is up to the 
brim. 

(d)   The girl went down to 
the log. 

D (a)   clip 

(b)  flat 

(c)   brim 

(d)   went 

(e)   down 

(f)   flap 

E (a)  flag 

(b)   brat

(c)   club

(d)  clip

(e)   went

(f)   down 

WEEK 20 

A (a)   girl 

(b)   pot

(c)   sun 

(d)   club 

(e)   milk 

(f)   flag

(g)   boy

(h)   cup

B (a)   pot 

(b)   clip 

(c)   all 

(d)   flap 

(e)   cup

(f)   clap 

C (a)  mop

(b)   not

(c)  rug

(d)   all

(e)   sun 

(f)   bun 

(g)  went 

(h)   girl

(i)   into

(j)   make

(k)   like

(l)   down

D 
g m i l k x

f t w c o t

s u n r g f
p n c l a p

p o t g x y

t c l u b f

WEEK 21

B (a)   drop 

(b)   grin 

(c)   crab 

C (a)   drop 

(b)   crab 

(c)   grip 

(d)   drum 

(e)   crib

(f)  grab 

D crop drag water grip 

w a t e r  g r i p  c r o p  d r aw aa tt ee rr   gg rr ii pp    cc rr oo pp    dd rr aa g

E (a)   Ben has a big drum.

(b)  The crab is at the 
water. 

(c)  Pam can see the sun. 

(d)   The crib is on the rug.

(e)   The girl is in the water. 

(f)   Dad has a grip on the
mop. 

(g)   Nan will grab the gun 
from the man.  

WEEK 22

B (a)   trip 

(b)   plum

(c)   frog 

C (a)  frog  frog  frog  

(b)   pplugg  plug  pplugg  

(c)   trip  trip  tripp  

(d)   plum  pplum  plup m 

(e)   from  from  from

(f)   plan pplan pplan

D (a) Fred 

(b)   trip 

(c)   plan 

(d)  frog 

(e)   from 

(f)   trot 

(g)   trap 

(h)   plum

E (a)   The frog is at the flag. 

(b)   My dad went on a trip. 
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WEEK 23 

B (a)   slip 

(b)   skin 

(c)   snug 

C (a)   s lap 

(b)   skip 

(c)   snug

(d)   hand 

(e)   skid 

(f)   snap 

D  skip  sand  sled  hand 

    s l e d   h a n d   s k i p  s a n d

E (a)   The car will skid on the 
water. 

(b)   She cut the skin on 
her hand. 

(c)   Pam will slip on the 
wet mat. 

(d)   The boy is snug in 
bed. 

(e)   His hand is on the car. 

(f)   The girl is in the sand. 

WEEK 24 

B (a)   stop 

(b)   step 

(c)   scar

C (a)   She wil l spin the top. 

(b)   He will step on the big 
box. 

(c)   I see a star on the box. 

(d)   He will step on the 
spot.

D (a)   She can see a red box. 

(b)   He has a big scab on 
his head. 

E (a)   star 

(b)   stay 

(c)   spot 

(d)   box 

(e)   scan 

(f)   tub

(g)   step 

WEEK 25 

A (a)   stop 

(b)   crab 

(c)   plug 

(d)   frog 

(e)   drum 

(f)   skip 

(g)   plum

(h)   skid 

B (i)    

(a)   drop 

(b)   trip 

(c)   snug 

(d)   scar 

(e)   step 

(f)   sand 

(ii)

(a)   spin 

(b)   slap 

(c)   hand 

(d)   skin 

(e)   trot 

(f)   grin 

C crop 

trap

slip

snip

spin

plan

trot

snap

scar

star 

D (a)   The drum is on the 
step. 

(b)   She will trip on the 
plug. 

(c)   He is snug in his bed. 

(d)   The big crab is at the 
water. 

(e)   She has a scar on her 
hand.

WEEK 26 

B (a)   ship 

(b)   dish

(c)   fish

(d)   eggs

(e)   wish

(f)   shut

(g)   shot

(h)   shin

C (a)   ship 

(b)   shed 

(c)   shot 

(d)   shut

(e)   shop 

(f)   shin 

D  shed ship eggs shoe 

    s h i p  s h o e  s h e d  e g g s

E (a)   Mam put the fish on 
the dish. 

(b)   Ben got eggs in the 
shop. 

(c)   Pam put the shoe in 
the bin. 

WEEK 27 

B (a)   cash 

(b)   gush

(c)   rush

(d)   rash

(e)   push

(f)   gash

(g)   wash

(h)   came

C (a)

(i)   gush

(ii)   gash

(b)

(i)   push

(ii)   posh 

D (a)   gash 

(b)   push

(c)   rush

(d)   came

(e)   posh

(f)   wash 

E (a)   Mam had to push 
the car. 

(b)   Pam has a gash on 
her hand. 

(c)   Ben will wash the cup. 

(d)   The water came down 
with a gush. 

(e)   He had to rush to 
the car. 

WEEK 28 

B (a)   chip 

(b)   chap

(c)   chum

(d)   such

(e)   chef

(f)   made

(g)   rich

(h)   chin 

C (a)   chug 

(b)   made 

(c)   chum 

(d)   chin 

(e)   chat 

(f)   chef 

D (a)   chef 

(b)   chat 

(c)   such 

(d)   made 

(e)   chug 

(f)   us 

(g)   chip 

(h)   chum 

(i)   rich

(j)   chin 

E (a)   She put a chip on the 
dish. 

(b)   He has a cut on his 
chin. 

(c)   The chef made eggs 
for us. 

WEEK 29

B (a)   sang 

(b)   long 

(c)   ring 

(d)   song

(e)   bell 

(f)   live 

(g)   give 

(h)   king 

C (a)  

(i)   long/gong 

(ii)   live/give 

(b)  

(i)  sing 

(ii)  song 

D (a)   king 

(b)   gong 

(c)   long

(d)   bell

(e)   give 

(f)   ring 

WEEK 23 

B (a)  slip 

(b)  skin 

(c)  snug 

C (a)   s lap 

(b)  skip 

(c)   snug

(d)  hand 

(e)  skid 

(f)  snap 

D skip sand sled hand

s l e d   h a n d   s k i p  s a n ds ll ee dd hh aa nn dd ss kk ii pp ss aa nn dd

E (a)  The car will skid on the 
water. 

(b)  She cut the skin on 
her hand. 

(c)   Pam will slip on the 
wet mat. 

(d)  The boy is snug in 
bed. 

(e)  His hand is on the car.

(f)   The girl is in the sand. 

WEEK 24

B (a)  stop 

(b)  step 

(c)  scar

C (a)   She wil l spin the top. 

(b)  He will step on the big 
box. 

(c) I see a star on the box. 

(d)  He will step on the 
spot.

D (a)  She can see a red box. 

(b)  He has a big scab on 
his head. 

E (a)   star 

(b)  stay 

(c)  spot 

(d)  box 

(e)  scan 

(f)  tub

(g)   step 

WEEK 25

A (a)  stop 

(b)  crab 

(c)   plug 

(d)   frog 

(e)   drum 

(f)   skip 

(g)   plum

(h)   skid 

B (i)  

(a)   drop 

(b)   trip 

(c)  snug 

(d)   scar 

(e)   step 

(f)  sand 

(ii)

(a)   spin 

(b)   slap 

(c)   hand 

(d)   skin 

(e)   trot 

(f)   grin 

C crop 

trap

slip

snip

spin

plan

trot

snap

scar

star

D (a)   The drum is on the 
step. 

(b)   She will trip on the 
plug.

(c)   He is snug in his bed. 

(d)   The big crab is at the 
water. 

(e)   She has a scar on her 
hand.

WEEK 26 

B (a)  ship 

(b)   dish

(c)   fish

(d)   eggs

(e)   wish

(f)   shut

(g)   shot

(h)   shin

C (a)   ship 

(b)  shed 

(c)   shot 

(d)   shut

(e)   shop 

(f)   shin 

D shed ship eggs shoe 

s h i p  s h o e  s h e d  e g g ss hh ii pp ss hh oo ee ss hh e dd ee g gg ss

E (a)   Mam put the fish on 
the dish. 

(b)   Ben got eggs in the 
shop. 

(c)   Pam put the shoe in 
the bin. 

WEEK 27 

B (a)   cash 

(b)   gush

(c)  rush

(d)   rash

(e)   push

(f)   gash

(g)   wash

(h)   came

C (a)

(i)   gush

(ii)   gash 

(b)

(i)   push

(ii)   posh  

D (a)   gash 

(b)   push

(c)   rush

(d)   came

(e)   posh

(f)   wash 

E (a)  Mam had to push 
the car. 

(b)   Pam has a gash on 
her hand.

(c)   Ben will wash the cup. 

(d)  The water came down 
with a gush. 

(e)   He had to rush to 
the car. 

WEEK 28 

B (a)   chip 

(b)   chap

(c)   chum

(d)  such

(e)   chef

(f)   made

(g)   rich

(h)  chin 

C (a)  chug 

(b)   made 

(c)   chum 

(d)  chin 

(e)   chat 

(f)   chef 

D (a) chef 

(b)   chat 

(c)   such 

(d)   made 

(e)   chug 

(f)   us 

(g)   chip 

(h)   chum 

(i)   rich

(j)   chin 

E (a)   She put a chip on the 
dish.

(b)   He has a cut on his 
chin. 

(c)   The chef made eggs 
for us. 

WEEK 29

B (a)   sang 

(b)   long 

(c)   ring 

(d)  song

(e)   bell 

(f)  live 

(g)   give 

(h)   king 

C (a) 

(i)  long/gong

(ii)   live/give  

(b) 

(i)  sing 

(ii)  song 

D (a)  king 

(b)   gong 

(c)   long

(d)  bell

(e)   give 

(f)   ring 
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E (a)   Pam rang the bel l. 

(b)   The king is rich. 

(c)   Fred will sing a song. 

(d)   Ben will bang the big 
drum. 

(e)   She has a long scar on 
her hand. 

WEEK 30 

A (a)   chin 

(b)   chef 

(c)   fish 

(d)   ship 

(e)   bell 

(f)   king 

(g)   ring 

(h)   eggs

B ship 

chip 

sang 

sing 

shop 

chin 

C (a)   mash 

(b)   shop 

(c)   came

(d)   give

(e)   gash

(f)   shed 

(g)   wish

(h)   shoe

(i)   rash

(j)   long

(k)   chip

(l)   chat 

D 
s h o e f m

x b e l l w

y p f i s h

l r i n g c

k i n g b a

l c h e f i

WEEK 31 

B (a)   foot 

(b)   book 

(c)   hook 

C (a)   book 

(b)   cook 

(c)   wool

(d)   foot

(e)   likes

(f)   look 

D likes  foot  rook  very

   v e r y   r o o k   l i k e s  f o o t

E (a)   The chef wil l cook the 
eggs. 

(b)   The man likes the red 
book. 

WEEK 32 

B (a)   seed 

(b)   deer

(c)   weed 

C (a)   deer 

(b)   seek

(c)   heel

(d)   seed

(e)   day

(f)   week

(g)   meet

(h)   weed

(i)   feel

(j)   feet 

D (a)   week 

(b)   deer 

(c)   feet

(d)   day

(e)   weed

(f)   meet

E (a)   meet 

(b)   deer

(c)   seed

(d)   peel

(e)   seek

(f)   feel

(g)   jeer 

WEEK 33 

A pan tap car map 

pig bib bin cat 

hat dog pot pin 

frog star fish shoe 

drum girl crab milk

B drop  skin  slap  hand 

   s l a p   h a n d   d r o p  s k i n

C (a)   make 

(b)   down

(c)   pot 

(d)   like

(e)   water 

(f)   went 

D (a)   Dad had to push the 
car. 

(b)   The pot has a lid. 

(c)   She put milk in the 
cup. 

(d)   He will wash with 
water. 

(e)   I have a gash on my 
leg. 

(f)   The chef rang the bell.

WEEK 34 

A (a)   crop 

(b)   from 

(c)   sang

(d)   sand

(e)   step

(f)   eggs

B (a)   lid

(b)   car

(c)   fin

(d)   dog

(e)   boy

C (a)  

(i)   from 

(ii)   frog 

(b)

 (i)   slip 

(ii)   snip 

D l f b o o k p

s h o p v t r

w x r i c h s

y s c a r p q

e g g s m l g

z f t f o o t

E (a)   man 

(b)   tap

(c)   pet

(d)   lid

(e)   log

(f)   like

(g)   take

(h)   went

(i)   from

(j)   sand 

F (a)   Ben got a book in the 
shop. 

(b)   The big chef gave me 
a chip. 

WEEK 35 

A crab

star 

trap 

posh

chat 

scar

grab

stop

crop

trot

B (a)   The chef put ham in 
the pot. 

(b)   The rich king rang the 
bell. 

(c)   A big ship is on the 
water. 

C (crossword) 

Across:

1.   weed

4.   shoe

Down:

2.   eggs

3.   bell 

D (a)   like  like  like  like 

(b)   went went  went went 

(c)   from from from from 

(d)   stay stay stay stay 

E (a)   I put the red pen in the 
box. 

(b)   The red deer is at the 
water. 

WEEK 36 

A 1.   stop 

2.   shop 

3.   ship 

4.   chip 

5.   chop 
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E (a)   Pam rang the bel l. 

(b)  The king is rich. 

(c)   Fred will sing a song. 

(d)  Ben will bang the big
drum. 

(e)  She has a long scar on 
her hand.

WEEK 30 

A (a)  chin 

(b)  chef 

(c)   fish 

(d)  ship 

(e)   bell 

(f)  king 

(g)  ring 

(h)   eggs

B ship 

chip

sang 

sing 

shop 

chin 

C (a)  mash 

(b)  shop 

(c)   came

(d)  give

(e)  gash

(f)  shed 

(g)  wish

(h)   shoe

(i)  rash

(j)  long

(k)  chip

(l)  chat 

D 
s h o e f m

x b e l l w

y p f i s h

l r i n g c

k i n g b a

l c h e f i

WEEK 31 

B (a)   foot 

(b) book 

(c)   hook 

C (a)  book 

(b)  cook 

(c)   wool

(d) foot

(e)   likes

(f)  look 

D likes foot rook very

v e r y   r o o k   l i k e s  f o o tvv ee rr yy r oo oo kk ll ii kk ee ss ff oo oo tt

E (a)  The chef wil l cook the
eggs.

(b)   The man likes the red
book. 

WEEK 32

B (a)  seed 

(b)  deer

(c)   weed 

C (a)  deer 

(b)   seek

(c)   heel

(d)   seed

(e)   day

(f)   week

(g)   meet

(h)   weed

(i)  feel

(j)   feet 

D (a)   week 

(b)   deer 

(c)   feet

(d)   day

(e)   weed

(f)  meet

E (a)  meet 

(b)   deer

(c)  seed

(d)   peel

(e)   seek

(f)   feel

(g)   jeer 

WEEK 33

A pan tap car map 

pig bib bin cat 

hat dog pot pin 

frog star fish shoe 

drum girl crab milk

B drop skin slap hand 

s l a p   h a n d   d r o p  s k i ns ll aa pp h aa nn dd dd rr oo pp ss kk ii nn

C (a)   make 

(b)  down

(c)   pot 

(d)   like

(e)   water 

(f)   went 

D (a)   Dad had to push the 
car. 

(b)   The pot has a lid. 

(c)   She put milk in the 
cup. 

(d)   He will wash with 
water. 

(e)   I have a gash on my 
leg. 

(f)   The chef rang the bell.

WEEK 34 

A (a)   crop 

(b)   from 

(c)   sang

(d)   sand

(e)  step

(f)   eggs

B (a)   lid

(b)   car

(c)   fin

(d)   dog

(e)   boy

C (a) 

(i)   from  

(ii)   frog 

(b)

 (i)   slip  

(ii)   snip 

D l f b o o k p

s h o p v t r

w x r i c h s

y s c a r p q

e g g s m l g

z f t f o o t

E (a)  man

(b)   tap

(c)   pet

(d)   lid

(e)   log

(f)   like

(g)  take 

(h)   went

(i)  from

(j)   sand 

F (a)   Ben got a book in the
shop. 

(b)   The big chef gave me
a chip. 

WEEK 35

A crab

star 

trap 

posh

chat 

scar

grab

stop

crop

trot

B (a)   The chef put ham in 
the pot. 

(b)   The rich king rang the
bell. 

(c)   A big ship is on the
water. 

C (crossword) 

Across:

1.   weed

4.   shoe

Down:

2.   eggs

3.   bell 

D (a)  like  like  like  like

(b)  went went went went

(c)   from from from from

(d)   stay stayy stayy stay 

E (a)   I put the red pen in the 
box. 

(b)   The red deer is at the
water. 

WEEK 36 

A 1.   stop 

2.   shop 

3.   ship 

4.   chip 

5.   chop 
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B 
s h p l u m

x s k i p w

j a m i s h

l r s h i n

k i n r e d

l s t o p i

C (a)   fog 

(b)   good

(c)   into

(d)   land 

(e)   grip 

D (a)   Dad hid the tin in a 
bin. 

(b)   The dog is on the mat. 

(c)   The car will stop at the 
shed. 

E (a)   He likes ham and jam. 

(b)   Ben went down in the 
water. 

(c)   Gran has a scar on her 
hand. 

WEEK 1 First Class

B  bat gap act Sam

     a c t    b a t    S a m   g a p

C (a)   sad 

(b)   how

(c)   tap

(d)   Dad

(e)   mad

(f)   act

(g)   map

(h)   was/saw 

D (a)   fat 

(b)   cap

(c)   jam

(d)   tap

(e)   act

(f)   was

(g)   Sam 

WEEK 2 

B (a)   wet 

(b)   hen

(c)   bed

(d)   yes

(e)   men

(f)   red 

(g)   net

(h)   pen 

C (a)   pen 

(b)   get

(c)   yes

(d)   leg

(e)   too

(f)   ten

(g)   pet

(h)   very 

D (a)   The dog and hen are 
wet. 

(b)   I want a new red pen. 

WEEK 3 

B (a)   wig 

(b)   bin 

(c)   rip 

(d)   fin

C (a)   fin fin fin fin

(b)   rip rip rip rip 

(c)   dig dig dig dig 

(d)   win win win win 

(e)   long long long long 

(f)   full full full full 

B (a)   The pig is dancing a 
jig.  He is wearing a 
wig. 

(b)   Dad hid a toy in the 
sand.  I will dig it out.  

WEEK 4 

B (a)   box 

(b)   top 

(c)   pop 

(d)   dog

(e)   log

(f)   mop

C (a)   fox 

(b)   past 

(c)   log

(d)   mop

(e)   part 

(f)   hop

D (a)   mop 

(b)   cot

(c)   jog

(d)   part

(e)   fox 

(f)   fast

(g)   log 

WEEK 5

A (a)   Look at this map of 
Ireland. 

(b)   Jack fell and hurt his 
leg. 

(c)   I slipped on the wet 
floor. 

(d)   Dad made a pot of tea. 

(e)   Who will win the race? 

(f)   Mam drove slowly in 
the fog. 

B (a)   bin 

(b)   jig

(c)   hop

(d)   wet

(e)   ten

(f)   dig

C (a)   red 

(b)   fat 

(c)   fox

(d)   log

(e)   get

(f)   ten/net

(g)   pot/top

(h)   gap

D (a)   Sam hid the wig in a 
box. 

(b)   My pet dog loves to 
dig. 

(c)   The pig is in the pen. 

E (a)  

 (i)   sad 

(ii)   mad 

(iii)   act 

(b)  

 (i)   had 

(ii)   bed 

(iii)   fed 

F
b a t i y e s a h

t u b t e c d h i

g v f b o x o o f

s t w l f r g w m

b j i g c d d a l

g p w c r i l e g

WEEK 6 

B  just  hum hug sun 

    h u g    j u s t    s u n   h u m

C (a)   back 

(b)   run

(c)   jug

(d)   sun

(e)   bun

(f)   need

(g)   bug

(h)   cut 

D (a)   need

(b)   cut

(c)   sum

(d)   sun

(e)   hug

(f)   back

(g)   put

WEEK 7 

B (a)   clip

(b)   flag

(c)   plug

(d)   plum

(e)   four

(f)   flat

(g)   clap

(h)   clam

C (a)   flip 

(b)   went

(c)   plus

(d)   flop

(e)   add

(f)   club

(g)   clam

(h)   well

D (a)   Can you add four plus 
ten? 

(b)   The club got a new 
flag. 

WEEK 8 

B (a)   tree 

(b)   root

(c)   Gran

(d)   drum 
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B
s h p l u m

x s k i p w

j a m i s h

l r s h i n

k i n r e d

l s t o p i

C (a)   fog 

(b)  good

(c)  into

(d) land 

(e)  grip 

D (a)  Dad hid the tin in a 
bin. 

(b)  The dog is on the mat. 

(c)  The car will stop at the 
shed. 

E (a)  He likes ham and jam.

(b)  Ben went down in the 
water. 

(c)  Gran has a scar on her 
hand. 

WEEK 1 First Class

B bat gap act Sam

a c t    b a t    S a m   g a a a cc t  t  b aa t t S S aa m m gg a a p

C (a)  sad 

(b)  how

(c)  tap

(d)  Dad

(e)  mad

(f)   act

(g)   map

(h)   was/saw 

D (a)  fat 

(b)  cap

(c)  jam

(d)  tap

(e)  act

(f)   was

(g)   Sam 

WEEK 2 

B (a)  wet 

(b)  hen

(c)  bed

(d)  yes

(e) men

(f)   red 

(g)  net

(h)   pen 

C (a)  pen 

(b)   get

(c)   yes

(d)   leg

(e)   too

(f)   ten

(g)   pet

(h)   very 

D (a)   The dog and hen are 
wet. 

(b)   I want a new red pen.

WEEK 3 

B (a)  wig 

(b)   bin 

(c)  rip 

(d)   fin

C (a) fin fin fin fin

(b)   ripp rip ripp ripp

(c)   digg digg dig digg

(d)   win win win win

(e)   long long longg longg

(f)  full full full full

B (a)  The pig is dancing a 
jig.  He is wearing a 
wig. 

(b)   Dad hid a toy in the 
sand.  I will dig it out.  

WEEK 4 

B (a)  box 

(b)   top 

(c)   pop 

(d)   dog

(e)   log

(f)  mop

C (a)  fox 

(b)   past 

(c)   log

(d)   mop

(e)   part 

(f)  hop

D (a)   mop

(b)   cot

(c)   jog

(d)   part

(e)  fox 

(f)   fast

(g)   log

WEEK 5

A (a)   Look at this map of 
Ireland. 

(b)   Jack fell and hurt his 
leg. 

(c)  I slipped on the wet 
floor. 

(d)   Dad made a pot of tea. 

(e)   Who will win the race? 

(f)   Mam drove slowly in 
the fog. 

B (a)  bin

(b)   jig

(c)   hop

(d)   wet

(e)   ten

(f)   dig

C (a)   red 

(b)   fat 

(c)  fox

(d)   log

(e)   get

(f)   ten/net

(g)   pot/top

(h)   gap

D (a)   Sam hid the wig in a 
box. 

(b)   My pet dog loves to 
dig. 

(c)   The pig is in the pen. 

E (a)

 (i)   sad 

(ii)   mad  

(iii)   act 

(b) 

 (i)   had 

(ii)   bed 

(iii)   fed 

F
b a t i y e s a h

t u b t e c d h i

g v f b o x o o f

s t w l f r g w m

b j i g c d d a l

g p w c r i l e g

WEEK 6 

B just hum hug sun 

h u g    j u s t    s u n   h u mh u u g g  j  j uu s s t  t  s u u n n h h u u mm

C (a)   back 

(b)   run

(c)   jug

(d)   sun

(e)   bun

(f)   need

(g)   bug

(h)   cut 

D (a)   need

(b)   cut

(c)   sum

(d)  sun

(e)   hug

(f)  back

(g)   put

WEEK 7

B (a)   clip

(b)   flag

(c)   plug

(d)   plum

(e)   four

(f)   flat

(g)   clap

(h)   clam

C (a)   flip 

(b)   went

(c)   plus

(d)   flop

(e)   add

(f)   club

(g)   clam

(h)   well

D (a)   Can you add four plus
ten? 

(b)   The club got a new 
flag. 

WEEK 8 

B (a)   tree 

(b)   root

(c)   Gran

(d)   drum 
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C (a)   drop drop drop drop 

(b)   kind kind kind kind 

(c)   tree tree tree tree 

(d)   root root root root 

(e)   grab grab grab grab

(f)   said said said said 

D (a)   Do not trip over the 
root of the tree. 

(b)   Gran is very kind. She 
gave me a new drum.  

WEEK 9 

B (a)   much 

(b)   chap

(c)   chew

(d)   heat

(e)   chum

(f)   off 

C (a)   inch 

(b)   chat

(c)   any

(d)   off

(e)   such

(f)   chug

D (a)   chum 

(b)   rich

(c)   hard

(d)   chap

(e)   chat

(f)   chop

(g)   heat

(h)   chew

WEEK 10 

A (a)   You must chew your 
food. 

(b)   My bike has a flat tyre. 

(c)   The train will chug up 
the hill. 

(d)   The lion ran into a 
trap.

(e)   I grin when I am 
happy. 

(f)   I got a new pair of flip 
flops.  

B (a)   jug 

(b)   plum

(c)   clap

(d)   kind

(e)   end

(f)   drop

C (a)   trim 

(b)   well 

(c)   Gran

(d)   bug 

(e)   any

(f)   chin

(g)   trip

(h)   plan

D (a)   I like to chat with my 
chum. 

(b)   Do not trip over that 
root. 

(c)   Gran will chop the 
hard plum. 

E (a)

(i)    clip

(ii)    clap 

(ii)    chap

(b)  

 (i)   need 

(ii)   went 

(iii)   root 

F 
b a f c n g f e t

u l o o f q e u g

n i u m b r u v r

k a r u n w n i i

s b p b a c k t n

d p l u s i h j n

WEEK 11 

B  (a)

(i)   dish

(ii)   rash 

(b)

(i)   shop

(ii)   old 

C (a)   wish 

(b)   want

(c)   ship

(d)   tell

(e)   shut

(f)   our

(g)   gush

(h)   shed 

D (a)   our 

(b)   shed 

(c)   wish

(d)   tell

(e)   rush

(f)   old

(g)   push

WEEK 12 

B 

C (a)   now 

(b)   test

(c)   stud

(d)   stag

(e)   two

(f)   list

(g)   just

(h)   day

D (a)   The stag had to stop 
for a rest. 

(b)   There are two names 
on the list. 

WEEK 13

B (a)   heel 

(b)   deer

(c)   legs

(d)   weed

(e)   feet

(f)   cold

(g)   seed

(h)   eel 

C (a)   I am pleased to meet 
you. 

(b)   We love to play hide 
and seek. 

(c)   It was a cold, winter’s 
day. 

(d)   I asked Mam to peel 
my apple. 

(e)   An eel looks like a 
water snake. 

(f)   It is unkind to jeer your 
friends. 

D (a)   I planted a seed, but 
after a week only a 
weed grew. 

(b)   When I run, my body 
and legs get very 
warm. 

WEEK 14

B (a)   bean 

(b)   eyes

(c)   near 

(d)   year

C (a)   each 

(b)   use

(c)   own

(d)   weak

(e)   deaf

(f)   hear

D (a)   meal

(b)   deaf

(c)   dead

(d)   eyes

(e)   fear

(f)   head

WEEK 15 

A (a)   gush gush gush gush 

(b)   eyes eyes eyes eyes 

(c)   hear hear hear hear 

(d)   body body body body 

(e)   rest rest rest rest 

(f)   deer deer deer deer 

B (a)   fast 

(b)   bean 

(c)   stud

(d)   two

(e)   near

(f)   wash

(g)   feel

(h)   our

C  (a)

(i)   pest

(ii)   seed 

(b)

(i)   gush

(ii)   use 

D (a)   It is not nice to tell 
tales. 

(b)   You must stop at the 
red lights. 

(c)   It will be rainy all week 
long. 

(d)   Dinner is my favourite 
meal. 
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C (a)  drop drop drop dropp

(b) kind kind kind kind

(c)  tree tree tree tree 

(d)  root root root root 

(e) grg ab ggrab grg ab grab

(f)   said said said said 

D (a)  Do not trip over the 
root of the tree. 

(b)  Gran is very kind. She 
gave me a new drum.  

WEEK 9 

B (a)  much 

(b)  chap

(c)  chew

(d)  heat

(e)  chum

(f) off 

C (a)  inch 

(b)  chat

(c)   any

(d)  off

(e)  such

(f)   chug

D (a)  chum 

(b)  rich

(c)  hard

(d)  chap

(e)  chat

(f)   chop

(g)  heat

(h)   chew

WEEK 10 

A (a)  You must chew your 
food. 

(b)  My bike has a flat tyre. 

(c)  The train will chug up 
the hill. 

(d)  The lion ran into a 
trap.

(e)  I grin when I am 
happy. 

(f)   I got a new pair of flip 
flops.  

B (a)  jug 

(b)  plum

(c)  clap

(d)  kind

(e)  end

(f)   drop

C (a)  trim 

(b)  well 

(c)   Gran

(d)   bug

(e)   any

(f)   chin

(g)   trip

(h)   plan

D (a)   I like to chat with my 
chum. 

(b)   Do not trip over that 
root. 

(c)   Gran will chop the 
hard plum. 

E (a)

(i)    clip

(ii)    clap 

(ii)    chap

(b) 

 (i)  need 

(ii)   went

(iii)   root 

F 
b a f c n g f e t

u l o o f q e u g

n i u m b r u v r

k a r u n w n i i

s b p b a c k t n

d p l u s i h j n

WEEK 11 

B  (a)

(i)   dish

(ii)   rash 

(b)

(i)   shop

(ii)   old 

C (a)  wish 

(b)  want

(c)   ship

(d)   tell

(e)   shut

(f)   our

(g)   gush

(h)   shed 

D (a)   our 

(b)   shed 

(c)  wish

(d)   tell

(e)  rush

(f)   old

(g)   push

WEEK 12 

B

C (a)   now 

(b)   test

(c)  stud

(d)   stag

(e)  two

(f)   list

(g)   just

(h)   day

D (a)   The stag had to stop 
for a rest. 

(b)   There are two names 
on the list. 

WEEK 13

B (a)   heel 

(b)   deer

(c)   legs

(d)   weed

(e)  feet

(f)   cold

(g)   seed

(h)   eel 

C (a)   I am pleased to meet 
you. 

(b)   We love to play hide 
and seek.

(c)  It was a cold, winter’s
day. 

(d)   I asked Mam to peel 
my apple. 

(e)   An eel looks like a 
water snake. 

(f)   It is unkind to jeer your 
friends.

D (a)   I planted a seed, but 
after a week only a 
weed grew. 

(b)  When I run, my body 
and legs get very 
warm. 

WEEK 14

B (a)  bean 

(b)   eyes

(c)   near 

(d)   year

C (a)   each 

(b)  use

(c)   own

(d)   weak

(e)   deaf

(f)   hear

D (a)   meal

(b)  deaf

(c)   dead

(d)   eyes

(e)   fear

(f)   head

WEEK 15

A (a)   gug sh gush ggush gush

(b)   eyyes eyey s eyyes eyyes

(c)   hear hear hear hear 

(d)   body bodyy bodyy bodyy

(e)  r est rest rest rest 

(f)   deer deer deer deer

B (a)   fast 

(b)   bean 

(c)   stud

(d)   two

(e)   near

(f)  wash

(g)   feel

(h)   our

C  (a)

(i)   pest

(ii)   seed  

(b)

(i)   gush

(ii)  use  

D (a)   It is not nice to tell 
tales. 

(b)   You must stop at the 
red lights. 

(c)   It will be rainy all week 
long. 

(d)   Dinner is my favourite 
meal. 
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(e)   The old car was 
covered in rust. 

(f)   Make a wish upon a 
star. 

E (a)

(i)     our

(ii)   now

(iii)   use 

(b)

(i)   wash 

(ii)   rust

(iii)   week 

(c)

(i)   dish 

(ii)   hush

(iii)   fast 

F 

WEEK 16 

B (a)

(i)   foot

(ii)   food 

(b)

(i)   good 

(ii)   wood

C (a)   cook 

(b)   wood

(c)   turn

(d)   moon 

(e)   kept

(f)   wool

(g)   read

(h)   make 

D (a)   read 

(b)   pool

(c)   foot

(d)   cook

(e)   turn

(f)   look 

(g)   moon 

WEEK 17 

B 

C (a)   wall 

(b)   tell

(c)   down

(d)   bill

(e)   then

(f)   will

(g)   side

(h)   time

D (a)   The black cat fell off 
the wall. 

(b)   The ball rolled down 
the hill. 

WEEK 18 

B (a)   king 

(b)   lock 

(c)   gold 

(d)   sick

(e)   back

(f)   ring

(g)   bang

(h)   less 

C (a)   The door shut with a 
bang. 

(b)   We planted seeds in 
the back garden. 

(c)   I will miss you when 
you leave. 

(d)   The duck paddled 
across the lake. 

(e)   He sang along to the 
radio. 

(f)   I cannot find my 
school bag. 

(g)   She does not want any 
cake. 

D (a)   The king is cross 
because he cannot 
find his ring. 

(b)   Dad is feeling sick. His 
boss sent him home 
from work.  

WEEK 19 

B (a)   few

(b)   jail

(c)   vain

(d)   rain

C (a)   row 

(b)   short

(c)   few

(d)   hair

(e)   sail

(f)   main

D (a)   rain 

(b)   jail

(c)   pair

(d)   short

(e)   nail

(f)   pain

(g)   tail

(h)   hair

WEEK 20 

A (a)   lock lock lock lock 

(b)   will will will will 

(c)   does does does does 

(d)   sang sang sang sang 

(e)   room room room 
room 

(f)   rain rain rain rain 

B (a)   call 

(b)   find

(c)   nail 

(d)   pass 

(e)   cook 

(f)   less 

(g)   tail 

(h)   bang

C (a)

(i)   ring 

(ii)   hill 

(b)

(i)   turn 

(ii)   hair 

D (a)   The toy shop does not 
sell food. 

(b)   Mam took a sip of 
water. 

(c)   There was a rusty lock 
on the gate. 

(d)   The baby put paint in 
her hair. 

(e)   The dog’s tail was 
muddy. 

(f)   The pirate found gold 
and jewels. 

E  (a)
(i)   look 

(ii)   book 

(iii)   foot 

(b)   

(i)   main 

(ii)   rain

(iii)   vain 

(c)

(i)   fell 

(ii)   tell 

(iii)   bell 

F (a)   The king read a good 
book. 

(b)   A duck does not have 
hair. 

(c)   Some wood fell on my 
foot.  

WEEK 21 

B (a)   flaw 

(b)   away 

(c)   plant 

(d)   play 

(e)   last

(f)   game

(g)   tray

(h)   today 

C  game  May  hawk paw 

    h a w k   p a w     g a m e    M a y

D (a)   We will play chasing 
on the lawn. 

(b)   The sad dog has a sore 
paw. 

(c)   I watched a bird fly 
away. 

WEEK 22 

B (a)   yard

(b)   mixer

(c)   left

(d)   car/tar/star 

(e)   alarm 

 s e e k

s  e  e  d
w  e  e  d
w  e  e  k
w  e  a  k

t e l l

b  e  l  l
b  i  l  l
h  i  l  l

(e)  The old car was 
covered in rust. 

(f)  Make a wish upon a 
star. 

E (a)

(i)    our

(ii)   now

(iii)   use

(b)

(i)  wash 

(ii)   rust

(iii)   week

(c)

(i)  dish 

(ii)   hush

(iii)  fast 

F

WEEK 16 

B (a)

(i)  foot

(ii)   food 

(b)

(i)  good 

(ii)   wood

C (a)  cook 

(b)  wood

(c)  turn

(d)  moon 

(e)  kept

(f)   wool

(g)   read

(h)   make 

D (a)  read 

(b)  pool

(c)  foot

(d)  cook

(e)  turn

(f)   look 

(g)   moon 

WEEK 17 

B

C (a)  wall 

(b)   tell

(c)   down

(d)  bill

(e)   then

(f)   will

(g)   side

(h)   time

D (a)   The black cat fell off 
the wall. 

(b)   The ball rolled down 
the hill. 

WEEK 18 

B (a)  king 

(b)  lock 

(c)   gold 

(d)   sick

(e)   back

(f)   ring

(g)   bang

(h)   less 

C (a)  The door shut with a 
bang. 

(b)   We planted seeds in 
the back garden. 

(c)   I will miss you when 
you leave. 

(d)   The duck paddled 
across the lake. 

(e)   He sang along to the 
radio. 

(f)   I cannot find my 
school bag. 

(g)   She does not want any 
cake. 

D (a)   The king is cross
because he cannot 
find his ring.

(b)   Dad is feeling sick. His 
boss sent him home 
from work.  

WEEK 19 

B (a)  few

(b)   jail

(c)   vain

(d)   rain

C (a)   row 

(b) short

(c)   few

(d)   hair

(e)  sail

(f)   main

D (a)   rain 

(b)   jail

(c)   pair

(d)   short

(e)   nail

(f)   pain

(g)   tail

(h)  hair

WEEK 20 

A (a)   lock lock lk ock lock 

(b)  will will will will 

(c)  does does does does

(d)   sang sangg sang sangg

(e)  room room room
room

(f)   rain rain rain rain

B (a)   call 

(b)  find

(c)  nail 

(d)   pass 

(e)   cook 

(f)   less 

(g)   tail 

(h)  bang

C (a)

(i)   ring 

(ii)   hill  

(b)

(i)  turn 

(ii)   hair  

D (a)   The toy shop does not 
sell food. 

(b)   Mam took a sip of 
water. 

(c)   There was a rusty lock 
on the gate. 

(d)   The baby put paint in 
her hair. 

(e)   The dog’s tail was 
muddy. 

(f)   The pirate found gold 
and jewels.

E  (a)
(i)   look 

(ii)   book 

(iii)   foot 

(b)   

(i)  main 

(ii)   rain

(iii)   vain 

(c)

(i)   fell 

(ii)   tell 

(iii)   bell

F (a)   The king read a good 
book. 

(b)   A duck does not have 
hair. 

(c)   Some wood fell on my 
foot.  

WEEK 21

B (a)   flaw 

(b)   away 

(c)   plant 

(d)   play 

(e)   last

(f)   game

(g)   tray

(h)   today 

C game May hawk paw

h a w k   p a w     g a m e    M a yh h a a ww k  k p p a a w w g g a a m m e e MM a a yy

D (a)   We will play chasing 
on the lawn. 

(b)   The sad dog has a sore 
paw. 

(c)   I watched a bird fly 
away. 

WEEK 22

B (a)   yard

(b)   mixer

(c)   left

(d)   car/tar/star 

(e)   alarm

s e e k

s  e  e  d
w  e  e  d
w  e  e  k
w  e  a  k

 

t e l l

b  e  l  l
b  i  l  l
h  i  l  l
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(f)   keep 

(g)   art 

(h)   ever 

C (a)   yard 

(b)   keep 

(c)   car

(d)   alarm 

(e)   mixer 

(f)   arm 

D (a)   The car is parked in 
the yard. 

(b)   I keep all my art in a 
box. 

WEEK 23 

B 1.   fork

2.   bird

3.   corn

4.   hurl

star word = rich

C (a)   This train is going to 
Cork. 

(b)   The lion’s fur is wet 
and muddy. 

(c)   Turn right at the end of 
the road. 

(d)   Have you ever seen an 
eagle? 

(e)   The angry driver 
beeped the horn. 

(f)   Wash the dirt off your 
hands. 

D (a)   fork fork fork fork 

(b)   burn burn burn burn 

(c)   girl girl girl girl 

(d)   right right right right 

WEEK 24 

B (a)   town 

(b)   low 

(c)   loud 

(d)   start

(e)   over

(f)   slow

(g)   grow

(h)   pay 

C (a)   show

(b)   over

(c)   pay

(d)   bowl

(e)   cloud 

(f)   ouch 

(g)   towel

(h)   town

(i)   howl

(j)   about 

D (a)   A bowl fell on my big 
toe and I cried “ouch”. 
I began to howl with 
the pain. 

(b)   Let me show you the 
seeds we planted.  
They will start to grow 
in the spring.  

WEEK 25 

A  (i)
(a)   corn 

(b)   grow

(c)   play

(d)   start 

(ii)

(a)   keep 

(b)   ouch

(c)   pay 

(d)   this 

B (a)   pay 

(b)   slow 

(c)   away 

(d)   paw

(e)   yard

(f)   show

C (a)   away 

(b)   been

(c)   towel

(d)   turn

D 

E (a)   start 

(b)   fork 

(c)   last 

(d)   away 

(e)   today

(f)   plant

(g)   been 

(h)   Cork 

F (a)   The young girl 
dropped her fork. 

(b)   I found a hurl in a 
yard. 

WEEK 26 

B (a)   name 

(b)   have 

(c)   late 

(d)   ate 

(e)   why

(f)   fake

(g)   gate 

(h)   try 

C 
p

 take save sale most 

    s  a  l  e   s  a  v  e    t a k e   m o s t

D (a)   The dog ate most of 
the apple pie. 

(b)   Mam will bake a cake 
for my birthday. 

(c)   Write your name on 
your work. 

WEEK 27 

B (a)   pipe/ripe 

(b)   time

(c)   sea

(d)   fire

(e)   wide/side

(f)   park

(g)   kite/bite

(h)   like/bike

C (a)   fire 

(b)   ride

(c)   time

(d)   park

(e)   ripe

(f)   like 

D (a)   Take a bit of this ripe 
plum.

(b)   We will ride our bikes 
today. 

WEEK 28 

B 1.   bone

2.   cone

3.   woke

4.   nose

star word = noon

C (a)   Black smoke rose out 
of the chimney. 

(b)   I need to buy more 
eggs. 

(c)   The puppy’s fur is so 
soft. 

(d)   That poor cat has a 
sore paw. 

(e)   I changed the ring 
tone on my phone. 

(f)   My brother told me a 
funny joke.

D (a)   home home home 
home 

(b)   soft soft soft soft 

(c)   zone zone zone zone 

(d)   smoke smoke smoke 
smoke

WEEK 29 

B (a)   sure 

(b)   huge

(c)   duke

(d)   cute

(e)   pure

(f)   mute

(g)   cure

(h)   from 

C (a)   tune

(b)   huge

(c)   flute

(d)   cure

(e)   fuse

(f)   mark

(g)   use

(h)   way

(i)   from

(j)   air

D (a)   My sister has a flute.   
She cannot play in 
tune.  I wish that I 
could mute her! 

(b)   The duke opened 
his birthday present. 
Inside the huge box 
was a very cute kitten. 

 

WEEK 30 

A  (i)
(a)   flute

(b)   kite

(c)   most

(d)   ripe 
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(f)   keep 

(g)  art 

(h)   ever 

C (a)  yard 

(b)  keep 

(c)  car

(d) alarm 

(e)  mixer 

(f)   arm 

D (a)  The car is parked in 
the yard. 

(b)  I keep all my art in a 
box. 

WEEK 23 

B 1.  fork

2.   bird

3.   corn

4.   hurl

star word = rich

C (a)  This train is going to 
Cork. 

(b)  The lion’s fur is wet 
and muddy. 

(c)  Turn right at the end of 
the road. 

(d)  Have you ever seen an 
eagle? 

(e)  The angry driver 
beeped the horn. 

(f)   Wash the dirt off your
hands. 

D (a) fork fk ork fork fork

(b)  burn burn burn burn

(c)  girl girl girl gig rl

(d) rigght righg t right rigght 

WEEK 24

B (a)  town 

(b)  low 

(c)  loud 

(d)   start

(e) over

(f)  slow

(g)   grow

(h)  pay 

C (a)  show

(b)  over

(c)  pay

(d)   bowl

(e)   cloud 

(f)  ouch 

(g)   towel

(h)   town

(i)   howl

(j)   about 

D (a)   A bowl fell on my big 
toe and I cried “ouch”. 
I began to howl with 
the pain. 

(b)   Let me show you the 
seeds we planted.  
They will start to grow 
in the spring.  

WEEK 25 

A  (i)
(a)   corn 

(b)   grow

(c)   play

(d)   start 

(ii)

(a)   keep 

(b)   ouch

(c)   pay 

(d)  this 

B (a)  pay 

(b)   slow 

(c)   away 

(d)   paw

(e)   yard

(f)   show

C (a)  away 

(b)   been

(c)  towel

(d)   turn

D 

E (a)   start 

(b)   fork 

(c)   last 

(d)   away 

(e)   today

(f)  plant

(g)  been 

(h)   Cork 

F (a)   The young girl 
dropped her fork. 

(b) I found a hurl in a
yard. 

WEEK 26 

B (a)   name 

(b)   have 

(c)   late 

(d)   ate 

(e)  why

(f)   fake

(g)   gate 

(h)   try 

C take save sale most 

s  a  l  e   s  a  v  e    t a k e   m o s s  s  a  a  l  l  e  e  s  s  aa v  v  ee tt a a kk e e m oo s s t

p

D (a)   The dog ate most of 
the apple pie. 

(b)   Mam will bake a cake 
for my birthday. 

(c)  Write your name on 
your work. 

WEEK 27 

B (a)   pipe/ripe 

(b) time

(c)   sea

(d)   fire

(e)  wide/side

(f)   park

(g)   kite/bite

(h)   like/bike

C (a)   fire 

(b)   ride

(c)   time

(d)   park

(e)   ripe

(f)   like 

D (a)   Take a bit of this ripe 
plum.

(b)   We will ride our bikes 
today. 

WEEK 28 

B 1.   bone

2.   cone

3.   woke 

4.   nose

star word = noon

C (a)   Black smoke rose out 
of the chimney. 

(b)   I need to buy more 
eggs. 

(c)   The puppy’s fur is so
soft. 

(d)   That poor cat has a 
sore paw. 

(e)   I changed the ring 
tone on my phone. 

(f)   My brother told me a 
funny joke.

D (a)  home home home
home

(b)  soft soft soft soft

(c)   zone zone zone zone

(d)   smoke smoke smoke 
smoke

WEEK 29 

B (a)   sure 

(b)   huge

(c)   duke

(d)  cute

(e)   pure

(f)   mute

(g)   cure

(h)   from 

C (a)   tune

(b)   huge

(c)   flute

(d)  cure

(e)   fuse

(f)   mark

(g)   use

(h)   way

(i)   from

(j)   air

D (a)   My sister has a flute.   
She cannot play in 
tune.  I wish that I 
could mute her! 

(b)   The duke opened 
his birthday present.
Inside the huge box 
was a very cute kitten.

WEEK 30 

A  (i)
(a)   flute

(b)   kite

(c)  most

(d)   ripe 
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(ii)

(a)   ago

(b)   bone 

(c)   name 

(d)   nose 

B (a)   woke

(b)   cure

(c)   park

(d)   ate

(e)   cute

(f)   cake

C (a)   late 

(b)   like

(c)   June

(d)   sea

D b f h t s r f g z

o w t l m f y a x

n t r f o l i t a

e c d r k i t e g

f c a k e x p s r

z y x f l u t e g

E (a)   park 

(b)   hide

(c)   nose

(d)   use

(e)   soft

(f)   huge

(g)   bone/cone/tone/zone

(h)   bite

F (a)   He took a bite of the 
cake. 

(b)   She jogged home 
from the park. 

WEEK 31 

(crossword)

B Across

2.   rage

3.   race

Down

1.   ace

2.   rice

C (a)   grew 

(b)   nice

(c)   face

(d)   stage

(e)   cage

D (a)   face

(b)   lay 

(c)   cage

(d)   race

(e)   grew

WEEK 32 

B Answers will vary.

C (a)   dark 

(b)   boat 

(c)   blew

(d)   drew 

(e)   point 

(f)   float

(g)   line

(h)   wind 

D (a)   float 

(b)   boil 

(c)   point 

(d)   wind 

(e)   toad 

(f)   soil 

WEEK 33 

B 1.   flask

2.   black

3.   mask

4.   tank

star word = flat

C (a)   black/track 

(b)   that

(c)   gas

(d)   mask/task/flask

(e)   still 

(f)   sick/trick

(g)   sink/drink

(h)   next 

D (a)   She is wearing a silly 
mask. 

(b)   Dad poured black tea 
in a flask.

WEEK 34 

B (a)   first 

(b)   die

(c)   night 

(d)   bright 

(e)   high 

(f)   tight 

(g)   sigh 

(h)   tie 

C  (i)
(a)   bright 

(b)   die 

(c)   fright 

(d)   law 

(ii)
(a)   first 

(b)   high 

(c)   mile 

(d)   tie 

D (a)   The bright stars shone 
in the sky. 

(b)   Gran baked an apple 
pie for dessert. 

(c)   The kite flew high in 
the sky. 

(d)   I learned how to tie 
my shoe laces. 

(e)   The baby said her first 
word. 

(f)   We might go to the 
zoo tomorrow. 

WEEK 35 

A (a)   nice /rice 

(b)   boat / best 

(c)   lay / dry 

(d)   might / night 

B (a)   track 

(b)   tight 

(c)   tried 

(d)   grew 

(e)   trick 

(f)   cage 

C (a)   noise 

(b)   tried 

(c)   boat 

(d)   blew

D Across

2.   screw

3.   night

Down

1.   pie

2.   soil

E (a)   I lay down because I 
felt sick. 

(b)   I will boil water to 
cook the rice.  

F (a)   might might might 
might 

(b)   stage stage stage 
stage 

(c)   noise noise noise noise 

(d)   screw screw screw 
screw 

WEEK 36 

A   Many possible answers, 
including:  

(a)   June 

(b)   heel 

(c)   tell 

(d)   two 

(e)   trap 

(f)   much 

(g)   mute 

(h)   bake 

B (a)   bare 

(b)   stop

(c)   plum

(d)   must

(e)   weak 

(f)   fear 

(g)   chip

(h)   might 

C f s t a r t l w r

g r x g i m n o x

f t v f n r s o v

e u w x g o w l m

e m s m o k e l t

t g r t m f g h k

D  Many possible answers, 
including:

(a)   Sam 

(b)   today 

(c)   fear 

(d)   rage

(e)   nice 

(f)   must

(g)   cone

(h)   was 

E (a)   night 

(b)   push 

(c)   cold 

(d)   rich 

(e)   black

(ii)

(a)   ago

(b)  bone 

(c)  name 

(d)  nose 

B (a)  woke

(b) cure

(c)  park

(d)  ate

(e)  cute

(f)   cake

C (a)  late 

(b) like

(c)  June

(d)  sea

D b f h t s r f g z

o w t l m f y a x

n t r f o l i t a

e c d r k i t e g

f c a k e x p s r

z y x f l u t e g

E (a)  park 

(b)  hide

(c)  nose

(d)  use

(e)  soft

(f)   huge

(g)   bone/cone/tone/zone

(h)  bite

F (a)  He took a bite of the 
cake. 

(b)  She jogged home 
from the park. 

WEEK 31 

(crossword)

B Across

2.   rage

3.   race

Down

1.  ace

2.   rice

C (a)  grew 

(b)  nice

(c)  face

(d)  stage

(e)  cage

D (a)   face

(b)   lay 

(c)   cage

(d)   race

(e)   grew

WEEK 32

B Answers will vary.

C (a)  dark 

(b)   boat 

(c)   blew

(d)   drew 

(e)   point 

(f)  float

(g)   line

(h)   wind 

D (a)   float 

(b)   boil 

(c)  point 

(d)   wind 

(e)   toad 

(f)   soil 

WEEK 33

B 1.   flask

2.  black

3.   mask

4.   tank

star word = flat

C (a)  black/track 

(b)   that

(c)   gas

(d)   mask/task/flask

(e)   still 

(f)   sick/trick

(g)   sink/drink

(h)   next 

D (a)   She is wearing a silly 
mask. 

(b)   Dad poured black tea
in a flask.

WEEK 34 

B (a)  first 

(b)   die

(c)   night 

(d)   bright 

(e)   high 

(f)  tight 

(g)   sigh 

(h)  tie 

C  (i)
(a)   bright 

(b)  die 

(c)   fright 

(d)  law 

(ii)
(a)  first 

(b)   high 

(c)   mile 

(d)   tie 

D (a)   The bright stars shone 
in the sky. 

(b)   Gran baked an apple 
pie for dessert. 

(c)   The kite flew high in
the sky. 

(d)   I learned how to tie 
my shoe laces. 

(e)   The baby said her first 
word. 

(f)   We might go to the 
zoo tomorrow.

WEEK 35 

A (a)   nice /rice 

(b)   boat / best 

(c)   lay / dry

(d)   might / night 

B (a)   track 

(b)   tight 

(c)   tried 

(d)   grew 

(e)  trick 

(f)   cage 

C (a)  noise

(b)   tried 

(c)   boat 

(d)   blew

D Across

2.   screw

3.   night 

Down

1.   pie

2.   soil

E (a)   I lay down because I 
felt sick. 

(b)   I will boil water to 
cook the rice.  

F (a) might mightg mighg t 
might

(b)   stage stagge stageg
stageg

(c)   noise noise noise noise 

(d)   screw screw screw 
screw 

WEEK 36 

A   Many possible answers, 
including: 

(a)   June 

(b)   heel 

(c)   tell 

(d)   two 

(e)   trap 

(f)   much 

(g)   mute 

(h)  bake 

B (a)   bare 

(b)   stop

(c)   plum

(d)   must

(e)   weak 

(f)   fear 

(g)   chip

(h)   might 

C f s t a r t l w r

g r x g i m n o x

f t v f n r s o v

e u w x g o w l m

e m s m o k e l t

t g r t m f g h k

D  Many possible answers, 
including:

(a)   Sam 

(b)   today 

(c)   fear 

(d)   rage

(e)   nice 

(f)   must

(g)   cone

(h)   was 

E (a)   night 

(b)   push 

(c)   cold 

(d)   rich 

(e)   black
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(f)   super

(g)   back 

(h)   weak 

F  (crossword
Across

2.   fur

3.   lawn

Down

1.   girl

2.   fire

WEEK 1 Second Class

B (a)   slug 

(b)   arms 

(c)   black 

(d)   sling 

(e)   flex 

(f)   list 

(g)   blonde 

(h)   flash 

C (a)   flash 

(b)   held 

(c)   sling 

(d)   list 

(e)   blonde 

(f)   float 

(g)   wait 

(h)   slip 

D (a)   slept 

(b)   bled 

(c)   blonde

(d)   wait 

(e)   black 

WEEK 2 

B (a)   crow 

(b)   cool 

(c)   brown 

(d)   press 

(e)   brag 

(f)   prank

(g)   sell 

(h)   crab  

C (a)   brim 

(b)   cost 

(c)   song 

(d)   cool 

(e)   crab 

(f)   pram 

(g)   bread 

(h)   brown

(i)   crept

(j)   crisp 

D (a)   Dad baked some 
brown bread. 

(b)   The crab crept on 
the beach. 

WEEK 3 

B (a)

(i)   where 

(ii)   when 

(b)

(i)   twig 

(ii)   why 

C (a)   twin 

(b)   whip 

(c)   twist 

(d)   twig

(e)   what

(f)   when 

D (a)   Who owns this 
schoolbag? 

(b)   Where will I hang my 
coat? 

(c)   Why are you late for 
school? 

(d)   The bird picked up a 
twig for its nest. 

(e)   Don’t trip over that 
rock. 

(f)   When are we going 
to the Zoo?  

WEEK 4 

B (i)

(a)   life 

(b)   miss

(c)   queen

(d)   seem 

(ii)

(a)   less

(b)   quad

(c)   skate

(d)   skill 

C (a)   skip 

(b)   skin 

(c)   quiet 

(d)   quack

(e)   quilt 

D (a)   skill 

(b)   quiet

(c)   skin

(d)   queen

(e)   quilt 

(f)   less 

(g)   quit 

WEEK 5

A (a)   skin 

(b)   prize 

(c)   when 

(d)   queen 

(e)   skate 

(f)   twist 

B  (a)   bread, bread, bread, 
bread 

(b)   float, float, float, 
float 

(c)   where, where, where, 
where 

(d)   blonde, blonde, 
blonde, blonde 

(e)   quite, quite, quite, 
quite 

C (a)   skill 

(b)   crisp

(c)   which 

(d)   twist

(e)   arms

(f)   prize

(g)   sell

(h)   brown 

D  Many possible answers, 
including:

(a)   crow, arms 

(b)   skip, slip 

(c)   crab, cool 

(d)   twist, twirl

E (a)   list 

(b)   black

(c)   slip

(d)   song

(e)   prank

(f)   crab

(g)   beat

(h)   brown 

F 

WEEK 6 

B (a)   this

(b)   class

(c)   that

(d)   them 

(e)   they

(f)   those

(g)   than

(h)   these

C (a)   were

(b)   mother 

(c)   them

(d)   your

(e)   than

(f)   that

(g)   those

(h)   this 

D (a)   this 

(b)   they

(c)   mother

(d)   there

(e)   your

(f)   that

(g)   class

(h)   were  

WEEK 7 

B (a)   think 

(b)   path

(c)   corn

(d)   three

(e)   thin

(f)   moth

(g)   lead

(h)   third 

C (a)   with 

(b)   loud

(c)   thud

(d)   thaw

(e)   thin

(f)   thick

(g)   came

(h)   thank

(i)   path

(j)   both 

x f p b r m z r y

p a g r l c r o w

w h e e l x r c g

g m o a z t x k f

q u a d p d c m t

n g r p r a m l p
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D (a)   The thick book fell 
with a thud. 

(b)   The thin ice began 
to thaw.  

WEEK 8 

B (a)

(i)   rope 

(ii)   jeep 

(b)

(i)   agree 

(ii)   free 

C (a)   bleed 

(b)   tied

(c)   deep

(d)   free

(e)   steel 

(f)   street 

D (a)   The bee was busy 
making honey. 

(b)   I have never seen a 
real crocodile. 

(c)   The shepherd 
watched over her 
sheep. 

(d)   A fleet of ships 
crossed the sea.

(e)   She tied a ribbon in 
her hair. 

(f)   The dog jumped into 
the deep water.  

WEEK 9 

B (i)

(a)   bread 

(b)   head

(c)   rise 

(d)   smell 

(ii) 

(a)   cream 

(b)   dream 

(c)   ready

(d)   seat 

C (a)   least 

(b)   stick

(c)   reach

(d)   bread

(e)   ready 

D (a)   neat 

(b)   peach

(c)   rise

(d)   teacher 

(e)   least

(f)   sweat 

WEEK 10 

A (a)   then 

(b)   both

(c)   dream 

(d)   head

(e)   loud 

(f)   those 

B (a)   other, other, other, 
other 

(b)   thank, thank, thank, 
thank 

(c)   agree, agree, agree, 
agree 

(d)   bread, bread, bread, 
bread

(e)   teacher, teacher, 
teacher, teacher 

C (a)   street

(b)   that

(c)   both

(d)   your

(e)   thick

(f)   ready

(g)   thaw

(h)   mother 

D (a)   corn, came 

(b)   lead, beat 

(c)   thin, this

(d)   thick, think 

E (a)   thin 

(b)   cream

(c)   rope

(d)   head

(e)   class

(f)   came

(g)   green

(h)   corn 

F s f t z j m n p t

t a j m s h e e p

i f e g r t b a f

c r e a m f s c g

k s p t r q p h x

v w n m o t h l w

 

WEEK 11 

B (a)

(i)   early 

(ii)   rule 

(b)

(i)   snowy 

(ii)   shiny  

C (a)   Daddy 

(b)   early 

(c)   cosy 

(d)   rugby 

(e)   their

(f)   wife 

D (a)   Daddy was very busy. 
He was taking good 
care of the baby. 

(b)   Mammy woke up 
early and looked out 
the window.  It was a 
snowy morning! 

WEEK 12 

B (a)   cloud 

(b)   coat

(c)   acid

(d)   shall

(e)   carry

(f)   city 

C 1.   cent

2.   cell

3.   dress

4.   city

star word = test

D (a)   lake 

(b)   cycle

(c)   ice

(d)   crown

(e)   juice 

WEEK 13

B (crossword)

Across

1.   magic

2.   garden

Down

1.   giant

2.   gust

C (a)   race 

(b)   lost

(c)   gust

(d)   mind

(e)   grass

(f)   age/cage

(g)   magic

(h)   gem 

D (a)   A gentle giant was in 
a garden. 

(b)   The small boy fell in 
the grass. 

WEEK 14

B (a)   save 

(b)   salt

(c)   stalk

(d)   bald

(e)   walk

(f)   base

C (a)   false, false, false, false

(b)   alive, alive, alive, 
alive

(c)   chalk, chalk, chalk, 
chalk

(d)   base, base, base, 
base 

(e)   save, save, save, save 

(f)   salt, salt, salt, salt 

D (a)   Halt when you hear 
the alarm. 

(b)   The soldiers walked 
in a line. 

(c)   Do not walk along 
that alley. 

WEEK 15 

A (a)   snow, care 

(b)   halt, bald 

(c)   cent, mind 

(d)   baby, lady 

B (a)   false 

(b)   gentle

(c)   wife

(d)   lost

(e)   early

(f)   small 

(g)   shiny 

(h)   alive 

C Answers will vary.
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D (a)   The king lost his 
gold crown. 

(b)   Do not cycle in 
snowy weather. 

(c)   Mammy got a new 
coat in the city. 

E (a)   arm 

(b)   in

(c)   bus

(d)   row

(e)   it

(f)   us

(g)   ice

(h)   on 

F x t f g m r g e m

l p q s f c i t y

a r b a b y w x g

k p z w s c f t o

e m s t a l k p q

x w v t f e r j t

 

WEEK 16 

B (a)

(i)   grape

(ii)   place 

(b)

(i)   whale

(ii)   shape 

C (a)   safe

(b)   east

(c)   grape

(d)   tale

(e)   make

(f)   plane 

D (a)   Molly threw a grape 
at Dad.  She also 
threw jam at him.
I got the blame! 

(b)   We are doing shape 
art at school.   I had 
to make a picture 
using triangles and a 
square. 

WEEK 17 

B (a)   again 

(b)   drove

(c)   froze

(d)   view

(e)   broke

(f)   close 

C 1.   stove

2.   cove

3.   sleep

4.   hole

star word = tell 

D (a)   phone 

(b)   alone

(c)   stove

(d)   nose

(e)   rose 

WEEK 18 

B  (crossword)
Across

2   score

3.   core

Down

1.   glove

2.   sore

C (a)   hold 

(b)   blow

(c)   core/more/sore etc.

(d)   cows

(e)   dove/love/glove/ 
above

(f)   before

(g)   same

(h)   score/shore/store etc  

D (a)   My new glove fell in 
the shore. 

(b)   The farmer had five 
more cows.  

WEEK 19 

B (a)   rude

(b)   five

(c)   dive

(d)   tune

(e)   nine

(f)   flute 

C (a)   price, price, price, 
price 

(b)   away, away, away, 
away

(c)   twice, twice, twice, 
twice 

(d)   sure, sure, sure, sure 

(e)   drive, drive, drive, 
drive 

(f)   ruler, ruler, ruler, ruler 

D (a)   Draw a line with 
your ruler. 

(b)   Seven comes 
between five and 
nine. 

(c)   Play a tune on the 
flute.

WEEK 20 

A (a)   stove, alone 

(b)   cows, noun 

(c)   five, dive 

(d)   dove, love 

B (a)   more 

(b)   east

(c)   rude

(d)   love

(e)   female

(f)   mine

(g)   before

(h)   closed 

C Answers will vary.  

D (a)   It is rude to shove. 

(b)   Store the flute in a 
case. 

(c)   The plane will fly 
east. 

E (a)   no 

(b)   go

(c)   lane

(d)   ice

(e)   do

(f)   one

(g)   male

(h)   are 

F b x d o v e l m w

p g v t r s p q h

p l a n e n x w a

v o p b c i m g l

g v m g t n o s e

r e n m r e g t f

 

WEEK 21

B (a)   none

(b)   brother

(c)   team

(d)   won

(e)   born

(f)   above

(g)   son

(h)   come 

C 1.   oven

2.   honey

3.   match

4.   team

star word = neat

D (a)   dozen 

(b)   won

(c)   brother

(d)   team

(e)   Monday 

(f)   monkey 

WEEK 22 

B (a)   expert

(b)   pure

(c)   verb

(d)   chart 

(e)   thirst

(f)   cross

(g)   fact

(h)   fern

C Answers will vary.

D (a)   Mam must wash her 
dirty car. 

(b)   The water in the 
stream was pure. 

(c)   My uncle is a karate 
expert. 

(d)   I learned an 
interested fact at 
school. 

(e)   Medicine will cure 
my sick brother. 

(f)   Dad told me to wash 
my hands.  

WEEK 23 

B (a)   

(i)   spark 

(ii)   easy 

(b)   

(i)   clock 

(ii)   trick 

C (crossword)

Across

1.   stocking

2.   spark

Down

1.   shark

2.   stick
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D (a)   I rubbed sticks to 
make a spark. 

(b)   The chick stood on a 
big rock. 

(c)   The shark swam in 
dark water. 

WEEK 24 

B (a)   legs 

(b)   catch

(c)   watch

(d)   each

(e)   fear

(f)   tools 

C (a)   fear 

(b)   fetch/stretch

(c)   hutch

(d)   catch

(e)   pinch

(f)   tools

(g)   witch

(h)   batch 

D (a)   The witch uses a 
pinch of bat powder 
in each of her 
potions. 

(b)   The rich man lost his 
big gold watch.  It 
fell into his lunch. 

WEEK 25 

A (a)   chick

(b)   expert 

(c)   hutch

(d)   Monday 

B (a)   trick

(b)   batch

(c)   chart

(d)   honey

(e)   shirt

(f)   cross 

C (a)   The team won the 
match. 

(b)   The girl grew a 
picture of a chick. 

D (a)   won

(b)   batch

(c)   chick 

(d)   witch

(e)   rock

(f)   chart 

E (a)   cross 

(b)   rich

(c)   done

(d)   stick

(e)   dirty

(f)   dozen

(g)   fetch

(h)   easy 

F (crossword)

Across

1.   hutch

3.   rock

Down

2.   chick

4.   girl

WEEK 26 

B (a)   write / wrote 

(b)   flow

(c)   wrap

(d)   calm

(e)   half

(f)   knock

(g)   knot

(h)   water 

C 1.   half

2.   knit

3.   wrist

4.   water

star word = fist

D (a)   half 

(b)   wrote 

(c)   note

(d)   knot

(e)   palm

(f)   words

WEEK 27 

B (a)   only 

(b)   rabbit

(c)   letter

(d)   meat

(e)   cotton

(f)   little

(g)   per

(h)   bottle 

C Answers will vary.

D (a)   Mutton is the meat 
from a sheep. 

(b)   Don’t get close to a 
wild cat. 

(c)   Mam bought a new, 
cotton dress. 

(d)   The bubble burst 
when it hit the wall. 

(e)   Teacher gave out 
one page per child. 

(f)   My bottle of water 
spilled in my bag.  

WEEK 28 

B (a)

(i)   toffee 

(ii)   huff 

(b)

(i)   sound 

(ii)   house 

C (crossword)

Across

1.   cliff

3.   puff

Down

1.   coffee

2.   house

D (a)   The wolf will huff 
and puff. 

(b)   I love the smell of 
coffee. 

(c)   Do not yell in the 
house. 

WEEK 29 

B (a)   moss 

(b)   dress 

(c)   begin

(d)   grass

(e)   Swiss

(f)   floor 

C (a)   begin 

(b)   about

(c)   chess 

(d)   floor

(e)   mess

(f)   lesson/unless 

(g)   lesson

(h)   gossip 

D (a)   Dad finished cutting 
the grass.  His dirty 
shoes made a 
terrible mess on the 
kitchen floor. 

(b)   Gran gave me a 
sloppy kiss on the 
cheek.  I used a 
tissue to wipe it off!

 

WEEK 30 

A (a)   gossip 

(b)   rabbit

(c)   unless

(d)   wrist

B (a)   knit

(b)   wrote

(c)   gossip

(d)   huff

(e)   water

(f)   bubble

C (a)   The attic of my 
house is messy. 

(b)   The little rabbit 
hopped about. 

D (a)   wild

(b)   words

(c)   write

(d)   house

(e)   wrote

(f)   hissed

E (a)   sobbed

(b)   begin

(c)   wrap

(d)   sound

(e)   note

(f)   yell

(g)   silly

(h)   little

F (crossword)

Across

1.   wrist

4.   bottle

Down

2.   ribbon

3.   dress
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WEEK 31 

B (a)   led

(b)   fled

(c)   liked

(d)   site

(e)   pole

(f)   after

(g)   walked

(h)   needed

(i)   wanted

(j)   skated

C (a)   bled 

(b)   liked

(c)   needed

(d)   cooked

(e)   blood

(f)   lifted 

D (a)   cooked

(b)   fled

(c)   lifted

(d)   red

(e)   blood

(f)   pole

(g)   after 

WEEK 32 

B (a)   skunk

(b)   seven

(c)   junk

(d)   white

(e)   point

(f)   birds

(g)   drank

(h)   swung

C (a)   song

(b)   faint

(c)   began

(d)   white

(e)   spent

(f)   drank

(g)   swung

(h)   count 

D (a)   The young girl 
swung her bat. 

(b)   A skunk has a white 
stripe. 

(c)   The young boy can 
count to seven. 

WEEK 33 

B (i)   

(a)   blew

(b)   blue

(c)   nephew

(d)   value 

(ii)

(a)   dew 

(b)   drew 

(c)   seeds

(d)   stars 

C Answers will vary. 

D (a)   The wind blew my 
hat off. 

(b)   The grass was wet 
with drops of dew. 

(c)   I will fix that broken 
toy with glue.

(d)   Mam wore a blue 
dress to the party. 

(e)   I threw a rotten 
banana in the bin. 

(f)   Danny grew six 
centimetres last year. 

WEEK 34 

B (a)   

(i)   grown 

(ii)   wire 

(b)   

(i)   shoulder 

(ii)   slow 

C (a)   north 

(b)   grown

(c)   steel

(d)   blown/grown/ 
thrown 

(e)   stand 

(f)   scold 

(g)   slow/ blown

(h)   fold/hold/ scold/ 
folder 

D (a)   My folder was blown 
away. 

(b)   I should fold my 
clothes. 

WEEK 35 

A (a)   walked

(b)   screw

(c)   rescue

(d)   hold

(e)   threw

(f)   fled

(g)   site

(h)   swung 

B (a)   bled

(b)   would

(c)   screw

(d)   blue

(e)   blown

(f)   blew 

C (a)   Mam got white and 
blue paint. 

(b)   I threw seeds to the 
birds. 

(c)   He drew a picture of 
a skunk.

D (crossword) 

Across

1.   seven

2.   point

3.   wound

4.   screw

Down

1.   shoulder

E (a)   walked 

(b)   north 

(c)   cling

(d)   scold

(e)   white

(f)   should 

F (a)   spent 

(b)   cling 

(c)   blown/grown/
thrown

(d)   pole

(e)   fold/hold/scold etc. 

(f)   cooked 

(g)   dew/few/blew etc. 

(h)   shrink 

WEEK 36 

A (a)   skip 

(b)   hole 

(c)   trick

(d)   knock

(e)   young

(f)   rescue

B (a)   acid 

(b)   agree

(c)   alive

(d)   phone

(e)   female

(f)   thrown

(g)   teacher

(h)   crown

C (i)

(a)   calm 

(b)   cooked 

(c)   knee 

(d)   threw 

(ii)

(a)   place 

(b)   prize 

(c)   rescue 

(d)   rich 

D  Many possible answers, 
including…

(a)   arms, seem, came, 
corn 

(b)   dress, froze

(c)   pram, your, game, 
gone

(d)   smell, scold 

E (a)   energy, energy, 
energy, energy

(b)   square, square, 
square, square 

(c)   brother, brother, 
brother, brother 

(d)   stretch, stretch, 
stretch, stretch 

(e)   expert, expert, 
expert, expert 

(f)   mutton, mutton, 
mutton, mutton 

F (a)   rich 

(b)   black 

(c)   shrink

(d)   agree

(e)   deep

(f)   false

(g)   float

(h)   rude
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Aa
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Cc
Dd

Ee
Ff

Gg

Hh
Ii

Jj
Kk

Ll
M

m
N
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Pp
Q

q
Rr

Ss
Tt

U
u

Vv
W

w
Xx

Yy
Zz

W
ha
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a  e  i  o  u

a  e  i  o  u

a  e  i  o  u

a  e  i  o  u
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Nan is

the had

on ran

Nan is

the had

on ran
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a  b  c  g  h
j  m  P  r  t

a  b  c  g  h
j  m  P  r  t
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bin will

pig to

go did

bin will

pig to

go did
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b  d  f  h  i
l  m  p  r  s

b  d  f  h  i
l  m  p  r  s
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c  g  h  l  m
o  p  r  t  n

c  g  h  l  m
o  p  r  t  n
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c      t  
r      b  
f      n  
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a  e  i  o  u
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l      g  
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Word list Word list

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

8 8

9 9

10 10

11 11

12 12

13 13

14 14
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club brat

brim flat

flag clip

club brat

brim flat

flag clip
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cr dr gr
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sp st sc
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_ _ a p _ _ i p

_ _ i n r i _ _

_ _ e d _ _ o p

_ _ i p f i _ _
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ee      oo

b      k  
l      k  
w     d  
f      t  
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d      r  
f      l  
p     l  
j      r  

w      l  
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act act

jam jam

cap cap

gap gap

saw saw

how how
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b      d  
p      g  
j      g  
p      t  

n      t  
b      n  
t      p  
c      p  
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a  
e  
i  
o  
u

Write your list of words here.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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h _ _ d h _ _ l
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cap cap

own own
bean bean
ready ready
use use
hear hear
each each
year year
meal meal
leave leave
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a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

m

n

o

p

q

r

s

t

u

v

w

x

y

z

1
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

m

n

o

p

q

r

s

t

u

v

w

x

y

z

1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

8 8

9 9

10 10
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Short oooo

Long oo
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t r _ _ n _ _ l

s _ _ l M _ _

t _ _ l p l _ _

j _ _ l  d _ _

d – –night
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ay
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horn horn

towel towel
flaw flaw

about about
yard yard
cork cork
over over
lawn lawn
mixer mixer
game game
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late had jam today

fat fake away tap
pain bat mad main
name gap Dad gate

Short a Long a
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huge run sum put

tune mute fun fake
jug cute duke hum
fuse rug hug use

Short u Long u
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pip pipe kit kite

cut cute tub tube

hug huge rag rage
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boat box zone log

smoke hop mop toad

cot float home jog
top road fog poke

Short o Long o
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wig kite pin fight

wide hid lip fire
did pie like tie
fin rip might bin

Short i Long i
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ab eep ize

ank ag ow

isp own ead

ess ept am

oud im

cr pr br
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thin the than these

them moth thank path

those mother both that
thick think thaw other

thin the than these

them moth thank path

those mother both that
thick think thaw other
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crown carrot cell juice

crab nice cycle cold

ice cosy cloud circus
curtain cent carry face

crown carrot cell juice

crab nice cycle cold

ice cosy cloud circus
curtain cent carry face
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giant great grass age

grift gold gym huge

magic Granny gentle danger

green gem goat garden

giant great grass age

grift gold gym huge

magic Granny gentle danger

green gem goat garden
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smoke dove score shore

love body broke song

close wore shove alone

sore rock glove sock

smoke dove score shore

love body broke song

close wore shove alone

sore rock glove sock
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p i c t _ _ e h _ _ d

d _ _ t y b _ _ d

e x p _ _ t c _ _ e
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ark ick ock

r l b s cl sh

tr sp p st fl ch

co    ee ti    ue
si    y mu    on
ra    it le    on
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sme    bu    le
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tt bb ll ff ss

A.
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_ n e e p a _ m

_ n i t _ r i t e

_ n o t _ r i s t

h a _ f c a _ m
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kissed painted bled fixed

wanted added cooked laughed

walked red reached rested

needed shouted liked washed

kissed painted bled fixed

wanted added cooked laughed

walked red reached rested

needed shouted liked washed
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R
egular ‘ed’

W
ords ending in ‘ed’. The ‘d’ has 

the regular ‘d’ sound

Irregular ‘ed’
W

ords ending in ‘ed’. The ‘d’ 
m

akes the ‘t’ sound
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neph sn elb

bl resc gl

arg thr gr

fl kn scr
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